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Amid protests, drag show goes on
By Bianca Bruno
CONTRIBUTOR

Leeza Earl

STAFF WRITER
USD hosted its second annual
drag show on April 25th despite the
protesting voices of a prayer vigil and
a petition that garnered over seven
thousand signatures.
The event, titled "Supreme Drag
Superstar," was held in the Shiley
Theatre on Thursday, April 25,
moved from last year's location at
the UC forums to accommodate more
attendees. Meanwhile, on the other
side of campus, protesters held a prayer
vigil at the Plaza Menor in front of
the Student Life Pavilion. Some nonUSD students and alumni also waved
signs of protest at the main entrance to
campus.
Manila Luzon, a participant on the
reality show RuPaul Drag Race, hosted
the drag show in celebration of gender
expression for Life Week at USD. The
event was sponsored by USD PRIDE,
an on-c,ampus organization that seeks
to raise awareness of issues in the
LGBTQ community.

THE EVENT
A drag show is an event in which
men dress up in clothing traditionally
worn by women, and then play the role
of women, and vice-versa.
Supreme Drag Superstar consisted
of eight contestants who participated
in a lip synching contest as well
as a question and answer section.
Contestants performed imitations that
ranged from Elvis Presley's "Hound
Dog" to Michael Jackson's "Thriller"
and many more.
PRIDE
also
included
an
educational component to the show.
Philosophy professor Lori Watson
gave a lecture of real life events in
which gender expression and gender
identity have caused harm to people
over the years and how USD can make
a difference.
Sophomore
Christian
Martin
voiced his reaction to the lecture and
the impact on the USD community.
Additional reporting contributed by Matt Hose
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Junior Niko Pascua dressed up as "Amber Alert" during the drag show, lip-syncing to a song from the filmThe Little Mermaid.

"I believe the drag show will help
the USD community by showing that
we as young adults and as a Catholic
institution are being more inclusive
and diverse," Martin said. "We see
differences not as what separates us,
but what makes us all valuable to
society and I am glad USD is taking a
leading role towards this distinction."
There was a first, second and third
place winner with prizes ranging from
50 to 200 dollars.
The winner of the contest was

Niko Pascua, whose nickname was
"Amber Alert," and who dressed up
as a mermaid and lip-synced to a song
from the film The Little Mermaid.
Freshman Karissa White expressed
her satisfaction with the show.
"The show was very entertaining
as well as educational," White said.
"This gave me the opportunity to
learn the correct language to use when
referring to individuals of the LGBTQ
community, something I would not get
in a classroom here at USD."

In addition to the lecture, a video
of a transsexual female Janet Mock,
titled "It Gets Better," expresses her
struggle- growing up and how she
overcame the obstacles of being a part
of the LGBTQ community.

PROTEST & REACTION
Despite the success of the show,
many people in the USD and San Diego
communities felt the show went against
the values of a Catholic university.

Lining the streets of Linda Vista
outside of the main entrance to campus,
a group of over a dozen alumni and San
Diegans protested the event.
Margie
Trudell-Morrison,
class of 1959, held a sign proclaiming
"Drag show at USD/what would Pope
Francis say?!"
Another sign read: "Shame on
USD: The Drag Show Emcee is a
practicing homosexual."
See DRAG, Page 2

Fighting for
immigration
reform
By Devon Beck
STAFF WRITER

LEFT: Students and San Diego residents held a prayer vigil outside of the Student Life Pavilion during the drag show. RIGHT: A protestor holds signs condemning the drag show.

(Turn to page 4-5 for more on LGBTQ issues

"Tobe an undocumented immigrant
in this country is to be obsessed with
documents," immigration
activist
and undocumented immigrant Jose
Vargas said in an emotional speech
Wednesday, April 24 in Shiley Theater.
Vargas was here as a part of USD's
L.I.F.E. (Life is for Everyone) week
and spoke on the issue of immigration
reform in the US.
Chosen as one of Time Magazine's
100 Most Influential People of 2012,
Vargas has been at the forefront of the
fight for the rights of undocumented
immigrants.
Speaking to a full theater, Vargas
discussed how he came to the US and
how he got to where he is today.
Vargas arrived in the US on
August 3, 1993 at the age of 12. His
grandfather, who was in the US legally,
had saved up enough money for
Vargas to come liVe with him. Vargas's
grandfather was able to come to the
US through legal means because of
how the immigration process works.
Because Vargas's mom was already
married and grandparents could not
See VARGAS, Page 4
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Hannah Bucklin

Being
sick in
college

By Hannah Bucklin
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Being sick used to mean staying
home from school, lounging in your
pajamas all day while you eat chicken
noodle soup and watch cartoons.
If you were feeling under the
weather, it wasn't that bad because
you were in the comfort of your own
home and had your parents to take care
of you.
Missing a day of school was just
the icing on the cake. Now, however,
as a college student, being sick is an
entirely different experience.
These past two weeks I have
unfortunately been suffering from
mono, although for over a week the
Health Center could not diagnose it.
I did not have my mom there to give
me soup, nor did I have the luxury of
sleeping all day.
When you're sick in college, life
goes on and you have to go on with it.
The days of staying home from school
are long over.
Dealing with this illness for the
past two weeks has been a real eyeopener.
Before, I did not realize how much
I depended on my parents not only for
food but also for comfort.
Even at age 20,1 still instantly call
my mom when I need help, comfort
or advice; these past two weeks have
been no different.
As much as I claim to be an
independent adult living on my own
across the country, I am still dependent
on my parents.
As much as the Health Center
tries to be a place where students can
come in and feel as though they are
being cared for, they lack the sense of
urgency and care that you receive from
your parents.
It doesn't help that students have
to sit in a white, dull waiting room
with others coughing and sneezing
next to you. You suddenly feel very
unimportant and all expectations
of receiving that motherly comfort
disappear.
My interactions with the Health
Center have been bittersweet. While
I have seen some helpful and kind
doctors, I was truly disappointed with
my overall experience.
I cannot expect the Health Center
to be like my parents, waiting there
by my side to help me with whatever
I need, but I do expect them to be
prompt with diagnosing a student and
helping them to recover.
Every interaction I have had
in the Health Center has been very
impersonal and was only just another
reminder that I am far away from my
parents.
The unfamiliarity of the doctors
and the separation from my support
system has been difficult. But, at a
time when you are in pain and worried,
you discover who your real friends are.
Friends are like family when you're
like me and 3,000 miles away from
home: you better hope you have some
good friends to turn to.
I have been fortunate enough to
have some of the best friends I can ask
for. One of my friends willingly drove
me to the ER at 5 a.m. on a Friday;
another friend drove me from my room
to the Health Center because I couldn't
make the walk.
I had another take me to get ice
cream when 1 needed something to
ease the pain in my throat.
My friends may not be related to
rtte by blood, but I definitely consider
them family.
Being sick at school, particularly
with mono, has been a pretty horrible
experience.
I am trying to keep up with my
classes and fend for myself when it
comes to making comfort food. I used
to love those sick days when I was in
middle school, but after these past two
weeks I will never wish another sick
day upon myself.
Pajamas, TV and soup will not
tempt me to think about being unwell
in a positive manner.
I want to be healthy and stay
healthy through my college career
because being bedridden without your
mom around is something that no one
should experience.

I
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Two local drag queens were invited to attend the drag show by university administration.

Drag show draws controversy
DRAG, continued from Front Page
In addition, a petition was
circulated on the website "TFP
Student Action," a Roman Catholic
organization
promoting
Catholic
morals on college campuses.
The petition was addressed to
Msgr. Dan Dillabough, asking him to
cancel the show.
The petition garnered over seven
thousand signatures by the time of the
drag show.
By the Tuesday evening after
the event, it had over eight thousand
signatures.
In an interview with NBC channel
7 news, student Gerry Urbanek said
that the event was a "slap in the face
to the Church."
"There are a lot of Catholic
students on campus who specifically
came to this school with the intention
of attending a Catholic university, so
to a big extent, it feels like a betrayal
almost," said Urbanek.
As the drag show began, the
protesters moved to the Plaza Menor
in front of the SLP to host a prayer
vigil.
At the vigil, the participants
prayed the four mysteries of the
Rosary for over an hour.
Senior Kimi Lasalle was a
participant of the prayer vigil, and
she brought a guitar to play songs
of worship including "My Soul
Rejoices" and "Christ Has Risen."
Lasalle felt that a drag show was
not the proper way to address the
issue of homosexuality at a Catholic
university.
"It's not an appropriate way to
address gender identity at all. It's
satirical...It's making fun of it. And
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Protestors held signs demonstrating at the main entrance to campus before the drag
show.

yes, it can be funny, but is it really
getting down to the issue? No, it's
not."
Despite this, "Sister Hecate,"
a drag queen of the San Diego Sisters
community service and outreach
organization, takes a different stance
on the entertainment value of the drag
show.
"People that are protesting are
making an assumption that men in
drag are gay, which is not always
true," she said. "They see drag shows
and they see 'gay' or 'homosexual',

not keeping in mind the entertainment
value of it. Tyler Perry built a whole
career around drag with Madea."
In addition, a group called
Concerned Catholic USD Students
released an open letter released on
April 22, asking for USD President
Mary Lyons to cancel the drag show.
In the letter, students expressed
concern for what they feel are
contradictory messages the school
is sending by hosting a drag show at
a Roman Catholic Institution. The
students said that the university is in

violation of the mission statement and
is promoting a contradictory ideology
that is at odds with Catholic Social
Teaching.
"The drag show undermines
the dignity of the human person by
advancing an ideology that is contrary
to the natural law, and ultimately
perpetuates the deep wounds of
gender confusion rather than bringing
true healing," the letter reads.
Sophomore Ailsa Tirado was
identified as the contact person for the
student group.
Tirado said that a drag show is
not the appropriate venue to address
the topic of gender expression and
homosexuality.
"As a school, I think that the
conversation has to happen," Tirado
said. "I think that there should be
debate around the topic, because so
far [there hasn't been debate]. So far,
it's been PRIDE organizing the drag
show, but the Catholic perspective
hasn't been put forth. And that may
be our fault as the Church not to bring
it up and say 'hey let's have a debate
with both sides and see what we can
come up with.'"
Nevertheless,
senior
Sophia
Antoinette believes that contrary to
what protesters claim, the drag show
is in line with USD's Catholic Social
Teaching.
"I think it's a celebration of
human dignity," she said. "It's a really
good way for the USD community to
celebrate the brothers and sisters of the
LGBTQ community while affirming
the Catholic Church's greatest
teaching: to love your neighbor."
Despite
the
protests
and
controversy surrounding the event,
PRIDE hopes to host the event again
next year, making it an annual event.

Death of Internet pioneer sparks debate
After downloading millions of files from MITs database of scholarly
articles, Aaron Swartz was arrested and subsequently committed suicide
By Anastasia Macdonald
STAFF WRITER

In January, Aaron Swartz, one
of the creators of Reddit, RSS, and
Creative Commons, brought into light
questions regarding media freedom on
the internet. Saying he was fighting
for freedom of information, Swartz
had illegally downloaded academic
journals from MIT, a crime which
carries a minimum sentence of 35
years in prison and a million dollar
fine. He had planned to release them
online for free. Two years after his
initial arrest for violating the Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act, he committed
suicide on January 11, 2013. Swartz's
case and suicide has inspired wave of
controversy on news outlets such as
The Chronicle of Higher Education
about the freedom of knowledge and
information online. Now, the debate
has reached USD, as teachers and
students ponder whether Swartz was
right in his quest for open-access to
scholarly publications.
USD students have free access to

EBSCO, the school's online databases,
containing over four thousand peerreviewed journals. These journals are
not available for free for non-USD
students, and it is controversial whether
educational information should be kept
from anyone with Internet access.
Swartz, in his "Guerilla Open
Access Manifesto" stated, "Information
is power- students, scientists, are given
a privilege, while the rest of the world
is locked out."
Some, including media student
Jasmine Martirosyan, side with Swartz,
agreeing that knowledge should be free
and accessible to all.
"Swartz was a scapegoat, and
people were trying to make an
example out of him," Martirosyan said.
"Producers, authors, and companies
should be paid, but it is important
to have access to information, and
knowledge should be free. Educated
people are a great benefit to society;
any country will only move forward
with education."
Many
University
professors
publish material, hoping it will be

used on databases like EBSCO, and
the process requires extensive research
and editing. The companies that
publish journals have an extensive
profit margin, and university libraries
spend on average 72 percent of funds
to purchase these academic journals.
The job of publishers is to select the
best, most reliable information,
Biophysics student David Smith
agrees that there is a price to pay for
those services.
"Wikipedia is a great source,
but they don't check all of their
information," Smith said. "It is
nothing in comparison with academic
journals, which contain verified correct
information. There are expenses
associated with journals, and money is
needed to sustain certified information.
Money has to be charged to pay for
their employees."
USD communications professor
Gregory Ghio agreed with this
assessment.
"Intellectual property should be
protected," Ghio said.
Aaron Swartz said his goal was to

help educate people, to help society, but
it is questionable whether his actions
were a reasonable way of achieving
this goal, especially considering that
the audience for academic journals is
usually university students, professors,
or researchers, not necessarily the
average person.
Nevertheless, finance
major
Lauren Moore said that the punishment
awaiting Swartz in court was unjust.
"The punishment for Swartz [was]
too harsh because I doubt many people
looked at these journals," Moore said.
"He did not deserve that sentence. It's
clearly a business being mad that their
profits were possibly taken away. Its
not morally wrong that the information
was published, but it does hurts the
profit of the company," Moore said,
stating that economic aspects have to
be taking into consideration.
It is difficult to say whether
educational
information
would
benefit society more if it was free, or
if it remains as is, especially with the
amount of controversy around the
issue.
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Location: JENNY
CRAIG PAVILION
(E RACK
At 12:03 a.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation,

unknown suspect(s) stole a
student's secured bicycle
between April 17 at 5:30
p.m. April 22 at 6:40 p.m.

At 4:35 a.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of an
intoxicated student. Upon
investigation, the student was
determined to be unable to
care for himself and he was
transported to Detox.

fBBBM
Location: Camino de la
paz @ KROC INSTITUTE
FOR PEACE

At 9:24 a.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation,
unknown vehicle hit a cement
parking post causing it to
break on April 27 between
10:22. p.m. and 10:46 p.m.

At 11:59 p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of an
intoxicated student. Upon
investigation, the student was
determined to be unable to
care for himself and he was
transported to Detox.

report

Pacem in Terris @50
@Mother Rosalie Hill Hall,
Warren Auditorium
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

MAY 2

Lecture and Reception with Prince
Mired Raad Zeid Al Hussein of Jordan
@Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace & Justice Theatre
6:00 pm

Spirituality and Health Care:
An Intro, to Spirituality in Health Care
@USD Nursing School,
Palmer Hall, Rm 106
8:30 am - 12:30 pm

«•
•

Achieving Peace with Justice:
Intern Final Presentations
©Institute for Peace & Justice,
Conference Room I (Second Floor)
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
m • m\g

MAY 8
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Same-sex marriage in the US Supreme Court
Del Dickson, a political science professor and expert on the Supreme Court, analyzes
the courses of action the court could take in deciding two cases about gay marriage.
By Matt Hose
NEWS EDITOR

At the end of March of this year,
the Supreme Court of the United
States began to hear arguments on
two landmark cases dealing with gay
marriage. One concerned Proposition
8 in California, which makes it illegal
for homosexuals to get married in the
state of California. The other concerned
the Defense of Marriage Act, a federal
law passed by Congress that denies the
benefits of heterosexual married couples
to legally married homosexual couples.
The court cases caught on in the
viral market, as many students changed
their Facebook profile pictures to a red
equals sign, symbolizing solidarity with
the movement for homosexual marriage.
On the other side, some posted pictures
of a man and woman holding hands,
with some variants therein.
Now, a month after the nine justices
of the Supreme Court heard the initial
arguments, political science professor
Del Dickson is taking a step back and
analyzing the courses of action the court
could take when making its decision
in June, within the context of past
decisions of the Court. Dickson teaches
constitutional law, and one of his main
areas of research is the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Dickson said that it is always
interesting to see the timing of the cases
that the court takes. He said that there
could be several reasons why the court
decided to take up both cases at this
time.
"A reason for taking up the Prop 8
case is that it's unique that California
prohibited gay marriage, California
allowed gay marriage, and then
California went back to prohibiting gay
marriage again," Dickson said. "That's
rare where rights are given to a group
and then taken back from the group. I
suspect that that raised the antenna of
the Supreme Court, that's a situation
they want to address."
Nevertheless, Dickson said that the
reasons for the court taking up specific
cases is not often clear, sometimes until
even 20 years after the fact.
"The Supreme Court moves in
mysterious ways," Dickson said.
While many Califomiansare hoping
that the court will resolve Proposition 8
definitively by either striking it down or
upholding it, Dickson said that the court
could resolve the case in many ways
that would "disappoint everybody."
He said that the court could get cold
feet and decide that the time is not right
to definitively decide on Proposition 8,
thus bouncing it back to the Court of
Appeals to make a decision. He said

Flickr CC/Kelly B. Huston

Califomians protest Proposition 8 outside of the California State Capitol.

this idea is plausible because of the
makeup of the court, which he called a
more "cautious court" than most other
Supreme Court make-ups.
"The court is incredibly cautious,"
Dickson said. "Even the supposedly
liberal justices who you know
are personally opposed to sexual
discrimination [are] saying the court
can't move too quickly on this. So
they're being torn in all sorts of different
ways: what they think the constitution
requires, what they think is personally
right, and what is good for the court.
That makes their calculations very
complicated and it means that you very
often get mixed messages coming out of
the court."
Nevertheless, he doesn't think that
the court will simply uphold Proposition
8; instead, they will likely bounce it
back to the lower courts or overturn it
entirely.
"My own guess is that Prop 8 is
not going to be upheld," Dickson said.
"They are not going to say 'no problems
with Prop 8. Carry on California.' What
they do with it, however, is uncertain."
If the Court decides to send the case
back to the lower courts, Dickson said
that the proposition is as good as dead.
The court could do this for a number
of reasons, possibly saying that it does
not have jurisdiction over the state,
which traditionally has made laws about
marriage.
"[In that case], Prop 8 is probably

a dead man walking, because the
California courts have been critical of
it," Dickson said. "The federal court of
California and the 9th Circuit court of
Appeals said that it was not proper. So if
the Supreme Court says nothing on Prop
8, it is probably dead."
Nevertheless, Dickson believes
that Justice Anthony Kennedy holds
the swing vote for the court. Kennedy
has traditionally taken conservative
positions on many cases; however,
according to Dickson, Kennedy has
said that he has not even heard a
rational argument for why gay marriage
should be prohibited. He also has been
consistently in favor of gay rights in his
stint on the court.
Though he has supported gay rights,
Kennedy also has seemed hesitant to be
a lawmaker from the bench since the
gay rights movement has gained steam.
According to Time Magazine, Kennedy
said that it might be ill-advised to plunge
too quickly into redefining the meaning
of marriage, which has been defined as
a union between a man and woman for
what he described as over 2,000 years.
"[The] sociological information
is new," Kennedy said. "We have five
years of information to weigh against
2,000 years of history or more."
Dickson agreed that the movement
toward gay rights has been incredibly
swift.
"What's happened here [with gay
rights] is there has been just a rapid,
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Nina Lowe and Jaclyn Beaupre catch up on Coachella before their gender and literature class.

peaceful sea change," Dickson said. "It's
been extraordinary. It's unprecedented
that I know of. We have discriminated
against gays as a Western society for
2,000 years. In the course of 10 years,
gays and lesbians have gone from being
a very unpopular minority to being a
very popular minority. The political
attitude in this country has just flipflopped, and it's been amazing."
Nevertheless, he said that this
change of culture could have the
opposite effect on the court.
"Ironically, that might move the
court to be more cautious, because they
might say, 'why are we going to step out
in front of this? The political process
seems to be headed in this direction
anyway. Why not let Congress handle
it? Why not let the states handle it?"
Although he says that the fate of
Proposition 8 in the Supreme Court is
uncertain, Dickson feels more certain
that the Defense of Marriage Act will be
overturned by the court. He thinks this is
the case because DOMA is a national act
passed by Congress that applies to every
state. Since the statutes of marriage are
usually left up to states to decide, the act
is encroaching on the states' powers to
govern.
"DOMA is a federal act that
infringes on states' marriage laws,"
Dickson said. "So both liberals and
conservatives are or they ought to be
skeptical of that kind of law. It's federal
law going into a place that federal law

U

doesn't traditionally go. The majority
[of justices striking the act down] might
be bigger than 5-4."
Specifically, DOMA was designed
so that states who do not recognize gay
marriage would not have to recognize
the benefits of homosexual couples who
were married in other states or outside
of the country. The case before the court
now, United States v. Windsor, involves
a woman who was married in Canada.
Her wife died, and she was forced to
pay over $350,000 in taxes for her
wife's estate because of the federal law,
even though gay marriage was legally
recognized in her home state of New
York.
The court is expected to issue a
ruling on both cases in June.
Dickson said that it is not
uncommon for the Supreme Court to
take up and rule on two cases involving
the same issue. Since one case involves
a state's ban on same-sex marriage and
the other case involves a federal denial
of benefits to same-sex couples, Dickson
said that the court could issue an allencompassing decision "to decide for
the whole country."
"They [the court] often do that,
where they combine cases and they
figure that they can decide kind of a
broad issue," Dickson said.
However, despite the ambition of
taking up both cases, Dickson said that
the court is now getting cold feet as it
feels the decision looming, and that it
could decide that now is not the right
time to decide on the issue.
"They seem to be having second
thoughts about it," Dickson said.
"Which is why they were all asking on
the Prop 8 case in particular, 'Is this case
proper to hear? Should we even decide
this case?"'
Explaining this attitude of the court,
Dickson compared their disposition to
that of a person going skydiving.
"When you sign up to go
skydiving...it sounds like a great idea
a year away," he said. "And then as
that time comes where you're up in the
plane and you're ready to jump, you're
thinking, 'wow maybe I was silly to do
this.' I think the court was brave at a
distance, but is having second thoughts
now that it's up close."
In the end, Dickson looks forward
to the day that the country finds out what
the court decides on this case.
"They have this opportunity to
make a clear statement to the entire
country dealing with both state law
and federal law about gay marriage,"
Dickson said. "At the end of the day,
whether they take advantage of that
opportunity, that's a question we won't
know until late June."

Vargas renames
illegal immigrants

VARGAS, continued from Front
Page
petition for their grandchildren to come
over, Vargas and his mother were not
eligible to come to America. It was not
until Vargas was 15 and he tried to get
his learner's permit that he learned he
was here illegally.
After his grandfather informed him
that he was not supposed to be in the
United States,Vargas made it his mission
to "exist" in American society and not
try to hide. To do this, Vargas became
a journalist. He first started writing for
his high school paper, and eventually
became a journalist for papers such as
The Washington Post, The Huffington
Post, and The New Yorker.
In 2011, Vargas finally broke his
silence and came out that he was an
undocumented worker writing his story
in The New York Times Magazine.
"I spent 10 years of my life writing
about other people so I didn't have to
write about myself," Vargas said. "And
I decided that sometimes you risk your
own life to free yourself from it. So I
decided that to tell my own story and be
in charge of my own narrative."
Once his article came out, Vargas
explained that he was waiting to be
deported. When that did not happen,
Vargas contacted Time Magazine and
said he wanted to do a piece on why he
hadn't been deported.
As part of his piece, Vargas decided
to call Immigration and Customs
Enforcement and report himself.
"I called I .C.E., I called immigration
myself," Vargas joked. "I said 'Hi, I'm a
reporter for TIME Magazine, I'm Jose
Antonio Vargas, I haven't heard from
you, are you going to deport me? Why?
Why not? If not, why?"'
Vargas never got an answer from

I.C.E. and still doesn't fully understand
why he hasn't been deported.
Understanding his unique situation,
Vargas added, "I am, to be blunt about
it, the most privileged immigrant in
America. While people get deported
every day, while people fear for their
lives and can't get through school
and can't get through work, I'm here
speaking to almost a full house of
people, travelling around the country,
talking about immigration."
While Vargas discussed his life and
how he got to where he is today, he also
discussed the controversial issues of
immigration in the US.
Vargas sees reform as necessary
and explained how hurtful and wrong it
was to call an undocumented immigrant
an "illegal immigrant."
"I do not, and people like me do
not need the right green card, passport,
or social security card to be treated as a
human being," Vargas said.
Vargas stressed the importance of
equality for undocumented workers,
emphasizing that it was the action that
was illegal, not the person.
"You don't have to be gay to fight
for LGBT rights, you don't have to be
a woman to be a feminist, you don't
have to be Latino or Black to care about
Latino issues or Black issues, you don't
have to be undocumented to care about
immigrants," Vargas said. "All you have
to be is a human being."
Vargas also talked about how
immigration reform was inevitable
and could be sped up if more people
understood the real issue at hand. Vargas
explained that being an undocumented
immigrant did not mean that someone is
not an American.
"I am an American. I am just
waiting for my country to recognize it,"
Vargas said.
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Gay marriage legalized in France, riots erupt
By M.K. Volatile
CONTRIBUTOR

France legalized gay marriage
last week, giving same-sex couples
the right to adopt and have surrogate
mothers. The landmark legislation also
brought protests and riots throughout
the country.
Although civil unions have
been legal in France since 1999, the
controversy over the new law has
ignited a flame of resistance in those
who oppose same-sex parents. The New
York Times reported that "opponents
have deplored what they call a threat to
the foundations of French society and
an injustice for children who will be
raised by parents of the same sex."
The marriage bill has divided
France politically between more
secular citizens and religious ones.
Although leaders of the proponents
of same-sex marriage have insisted
on peaceful demonstrations, the
controversial legislation has resulted in
rioting and violence.
The Huffington Post reported that
one of the larger protests "ended in
blasts of tear gas, as right-wing rabblerousers, some in masks and hoods, led
the charge against police, damaging
cars along the Champs-Elysees avenue
and making a break for the presidential
palace."
Violent protests are accented by an
increased brutality against gay couples
and the gay community. For example,
the Huffington Post reports that Wilfred
de Bruijn was attacked in central Paris
with his partner. The homophobic act
left Bruijn with five fractures in his
head and face and a lost tooth. Bruijn
uploaded the photo to Facebook stating
that he bore "the face of homophobia."
Additionally, a gay bar was
terrorized. The Huffington Post said
the four suspects "clearly belonged to
the extreme right movement" and are
accused of intentionally targeting gay
customers in the bar, punching the bar
manager and causing material damage
to the bar.
However, the violent acts of
homophobia and protests do not support
popular opinion. PolicyMic, a public
poll taken last June, reported "63%
of the French people were in favor
of same-sex marriage, and 55% also
supported adoption rights. Although
opponents of the marriage bill are in the

minority, they are extremely organized.
More than 45,000 people attended a
rally against same-sex marriage in
Paris before the bill was passed."
The main point of contingency for
opponents of same-sex marriage is the
ability of same-sex couples to become
parents.
"I'll keep going to the protests,
I don't give in," French protester
and mother Claire Baron said in The
Huffington Post. "The bill is not
effective yet, the president of the
Republic must listen to our voices.
We are here to defend family values.
Children need a mom and a dad."
Leaders of protests have explicitly
stated that they are not acting out
of homophobia, but out of desire to
preserve the nuclear family. The New
York Times states, "Opponents have
deplored what they call a threat to
the foundations of French society and
an injustice for children who will be
raised by parents of the same sex."
Nevertheless, proponents are
thrilled that the new legislation has
passed. They believe the marriage bill
is a step toward greater civil equality.
According to The Huffington
Post, after the bill was passed, Sylvain
Rouzel, a member of the gay and
lesbian community was excited about
the landmark decision.,
"At last, everyone has the same
rights," Rouzel said. "This is huge!
France was lagging behind. We had to
wait 14 years after the civil union to
finally obtain the right to get married,
with equal rights for everyone. I feel
great!"
The United States is home to
a similar ideological dichotomy;
however, opponents of same-sex
marriage primarily use legislation
rather than protests as a vehicle to their
perceived political rights.
Although there is organized
opposition to same-sex marriage,
it appears that the United States is
undergoing a shift in public opinion
toward same-sex marriage.
CNN reports that fifty
three
percent of Americans support same-sex
marriage.
Some people in the USD
community think that similar change is
coming for the US.
Dr. Julia Cantzler, Professor of
Sociology at USD believes social
change is afoot in the US.
"While I can't speak to the specific

Rioters and police clash in France after the country legalized gay marriage.

position of Catholics in France, we society are good or bad, they exist and
do know that, according to a recent someone growing up in an environment
Quinnipiac poll, fifty four percent of which gives examples of those gender
US Catholics support the legalization roles surely has a better chance of
of same-sex marriage," Cantzler thriving in society."
An anonymous female junior
said. "So, this reflects a clear trend in
agreed
that the dynamic of having a
public opinion toward greater support
of same-sex marriage across various father and mother is advantageous to a
religious and demographic categories." child's development.
"I do believe that a mother and a
Students at USD fall on both sides
father...fulfill different roles, both of
of the issue.
Sophomore
Brennan
Vance which are important for a child," the
thinks that the position of the French student said. "In this way, I do believe
protesters holds some merit, though he the best situation for a child is to not
lack either a father or a mother, which
has some qualms.
"It is definitely an advantage to would include single parent households
grow up in a house with a male and as well."
Nevertheless, sophomore Diana
female because the society we live in
has definite and clear gender roles," Tenenbaum disagrees with the position
Vance said. "That's not to say it should of the French protesters.
"I think there is absolutely nothing
stay that way, but regardless of whether
or not someone thinks gender roles in wrong with same-sex couples adopting

children," Tenenbaum said. "If
anything, I think the fact that same-sex
couples can adopt kids would influence
me more to vote for same-sex marriage
because that means that there will be
less children in need of a family."
She went on to say that the new
French legislation should be a model
for the US in the coming years.
"I think it is really sad that samesex marriage isn't legal everywhere,
especially in the United States,"
Tenenbaum said. "In a country that
emphasizes equal rights for all, the fact
that there still isn't equality under the
law for everyone in the United States is
shocking and ridiculous."
Whether France's legalization of
gay marriage is an isolated event in the
world or the sign of a greater worldwide
trend remains to be seen, but the debate
in the US will likely rage on.
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She's still here

By Nick Dilonardo
OPINION EDITOR
1 heard life described in an ethics
class as being in a circle, dancing in
locked arms with all those you love your friends, your family - while one
by one, they are taken from you by
death. It was a morbid sentiment but
it made sense to me as the classroom
squirmed: this life is divided into those
who think about death, and those that
don't. Loss isn't easy. It has its stages.
We go through them not just in death,
but when we lose a friend too. In death,
it's final: they're gone. You can't text
them. You can't call them. You can't
ask for their advice.
This is what brought random tears
to my eyes the other night on my drive
home: as I thought to call my mother to
ask her opinion on a matter, I instantly
and without being able to help it thought
of how much I would like to be able
to ask my grandmother instead. The
realization - strange, that even years
_
later, it still strikes me like an epiphany
Photo Courtesy of Studyhut.com
- that I can't ask for her opinion, and
Universities like Harvard routinely run up a large tab for those paying, but with that price comes centuries of tradition, pretige and historical influence.
won't be able to eVer again, at least
without some serious smelling salts,
was bitter and strange. Worse, it was
tinged with the realization that I take
being able to call my mother for help
for granted. Everyday, she wakes up,
goes about her day, and goes to sleep.
Somedays, she takes a call from me
and we talk. Someday, I won't be able
to do this. For me, at times, this can be
overwhelming. Call it typical Italian
male madness over their mothers if
you'd like, but I get guilty, no matter
An article in the Washington lending risk away from banks and place
outlets as the "higher education
By Henry Kittle
how hard to the contrary I try. I can
bubble." Although, when this bubble Examiner by James Harrigan and it on the backs of taxpayers."
always be a better son. I know I could
STAFF WRITER
Since 1980, college tuition costs
Antony
Davies summarized
the
bursts there won't be houses to sell for
be a better brother. It's a curious gift
situation, "The impending student have gone up 945 percent according
collateral.
even from a benevolent god that we as
to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
What do Barbies and USD have
humans know of our inevitable demise.
According to data released by the
in common? Besides the similarity
I don't know if Sparky or Rex thinks
College Board, 123 institutions now
of students, barbies are purchased for
about the big doghouse in the sky, if
charge $50,000 or more for tuition fees,
someone different than who pays for
it exists, or if that sexy Shih Tzu from
room and board. Last year, 100 colleges
them.
Parents
just
can't
say
no;
they
two streets will be there too. What
and universities charged that much. In
separates man from animal is his ability don't have the heart to deny their
2009-2010, there were 58 schools that
daughters the right to a brand name
to reflect - his very concept of himself
charged more than 50,000 and the year
fashion
doll.
as subject. It's our ability to reflect on
before that it was only five institutions
And that's why Barbies cost so
our existence and to question it that
with tuition that high.
makes us human. Arguably, it makes us much. Consumers are insensitive to
primarilyThis means every yearan increasing
changes
in
price,
so
they
will
continue
all-too-human.
number of colleges are charging more
to buy the product at artificially high
I asked a friend last weekend
than the average American earns per
prices. In other words, the Barbie
at Coachella when we were hot and
year ($42,000 according to the Social
company faces a price inelastic
bored what the stages of loss were. 1
Security Administration). The public
hadn't considered them the last time customer base. The same principle
must wonder how long this can last.
applies in college.
someone died. I thought of them now
Here's another question: Why
Universities have no problem
considering the loss of a friend. Do
does USD cost the same as Harvard
filling seats because no matter the costs,
we experiences those losses similarly?
Furthermore,
unlike
other loan crisis, like the recent housing University? A bachelor's degree
the government has committed itself to
Do we in both cases begin with denial,
forms
of
debt,
students
loans
are' crisis, is born of government meddling, from Harvard gives someone a better
lending for tuition. The government
move to anger, start bargaining, then
and promises to have similar results. chance of earning a higher salary and
practically
impossible
to
dissolve
subsidizes higher education with
accept? Come to think of it, I think I
But with the students, the coming is therefore worth more than a degree
through
bankruptcy.
This
is
why
in
the intention of making it cheaper
went through this when the 49ers lost
bankruptcies will be much worse. from USD. So, Harvard should either
2011,
students
took
out
$117
billion
and therefore more accessible to the
the Super Bowl. What loss - what death
Having
decided that the path to cost significantly more than USD or
in
new
federal
loans,
raising
the
total
robs of the living - is the chance for that general public.
prosperity
is a college education, and USD should cost significantly less.
outstanding
college
deb
of
the
nation
to
The problem is that when a
phone call for advice. It's never getting
Only in the screwy system we have
good becomes cheaper, more people
your grandma to approve of another
now would they be priced the same.
consume
it
and
demand
rises.
There's
a
girlfriend again. It's Christmases that
As discussed before, USD's price
feel a little empty. It's an empty chair at limit to the number of students colleges
inelastic customer base allows them to
can hold so most universities have
Thanksgiving. It's also a gift. Without
raise the price of tuition. So, USD has
primarily responded to higher demand
our concept of death, without knowing
an incentive to not price themselves
by increasing tuition and spending
and experiencing that pain, life here
differently than the best universities in
more and more, year after year.
with the living would be almost
the nation. They don't want to appear
But, the extra spending on
without purpose. All things must come
weak and instead create the illusion of
improving campus facilities, sports
to an end, and thank god or whomever
an elite institution through price signals.
programs, and administrative staff
for it: It's finality that brings us to bear
In a marketplace where perception
with the present. But as I've begin to does not necessarily improve the
and prestige become price points,
learn, even though those we love die, quality of the education or the value of
substantive differences can be glossed
the degree.
they never truly leave us. Just because
over - especially when someone else is
that
the
free
market
was
not
providing
above
$
1
trillion.
Last
year,
the
average
This problem is in many ways
grandma won't be able to tell me how
paying.
"enough"
college
education,
the
federal
student
graduating
from
college
had
similar to the housing crisis in 2008
darling my fiance is, I can still, when
government created Sallie Mae to take
$25,250 in student loan debt.
and
has
been
referred
to
by
media
I get past the pain and the avoidance,
hear her voice. As time passes, as I
become more accepting, I've gotten to
the point where I can stand to hear her
voice in my mind's ears. I've gotten to
the point when I can smile when I think
of her. I've gotten to the point where I
no longer avoid it.
They may no longer be in our
lives. My grandma may no longer be
able to demand that I eat breakfast. But
when I say "madder than a wet hen" or
"everything has a price" she lives on,
and I begin to think it's silly I ever cried
when she died. Each and every person,
as long as we can remember, as long
as our mind works and memory lasts
- our family, our lovers, our teachers,
our friends, even the guy working the
coffee bar who always knew I was
hungover - they may leave this earth,
but that doesn't have to mean they leave
us. I can ask WWJD. I tend to ask What
Would Grandma Think? Sometimes, the
answer is overwhelming. Sometimes,
I don't need to hear about how messy
she thinks my room is. But other times,
I smile, wishing I could hear her ask
me if there's anything she can feed me
again. I don't need to believe in god
to believe I'll see her soon. The truth
is she's all around me. She's right here
with me. She's the voice in the back of
my head. In the end, that's what we are
left with by those who leave: it's the
gift of their perspective. It's their voice
between our ears.
fhe views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.

Paying for college vs. buying Barbies:

Why USD and Harvard cost the same, and
examining the cost of pursuing a higher education

"The problem is when a good becomes
cheaper\ more people consume it and
demand rises. There s a limit to the
number of students colleges can hold
so most universities have
responded to a higher demand by
increasing tuition and spending more and
more, year after year."

"Here's another question: Why does USD
cost the same as Harvard University?
A bachelor's degree from Harvard gives
someone a better chance of earning a
higher salarly and is therefore worth more
than a degree from USD."
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USD PRIDE's Drag Show illicits media coverage as local television stations from across San Diego come to campus to cover the event, the controversy and those doing the protesting.

Symphony of support: Supreme Drag Star, round 2
USD PRIDE's Drag Show brings controversy to campus, and
outcries of support for those being protested against
By Jay Muller

CONTRIBUTOR
Last Thursday, April 25 in the
Shiley Theatre, Manila Luzon, Max
BiManly, Action Big Daddy Jackson,
Marisela Maravillosa, Senor Elvis,
Brett & Kevin,Amber Alert and Madge
Matronic were bold and courageous,
expressing their alternative gender
identities at the second annual Supreme
Drag Superstar, hosted by USD PRIDE.
These eclectic students walk
around campus with their heads held
high as they sport Day of Silence shirts.
They shout their support of the LGBTQ
community via their Facebook profile
pictures. And, in a leap of faith, crossdress in front an audience of supporters,
cheerleaders and loving friends.
Much controversy has been
centered on this issue here on campus
and in Charles Limandri, an alumnus
of the university and founder of the
organization Alumni for a Catholic
USD.
On April 19, Limandri addressed
his primary concern for Supreme Drag
Superstar in a letter to USD President
Mary Lyons.
"Simply stated," said Limandri,
"a Drag Contest is inconsistent with
the proper mission and purpose of a
Catholic University."
A devout believer in the antihomosexual stance of the Catholic
Church can reference Genesis 19:111, Leviticus 18:22, Leviticus 20:13,
Romans 1:18-32, 1 Corinthians 6:9-

11, 1 Timothy 1:8-10 for evidence
of the Bible's condemnation for
homosexuality.
If we take these word for word and
apply a literal interpretation, then why
do we not execute an individual who
swear at their parents when Exodus
21:17 states, "And he that curseth his
father, or his mother, shall surely be
put to death." Why don't we follow
through with terminating the lives of
those who "wear material woven of
two kinds of material," or "plant [the]
field with two kinds of seed" (Leviticus
19:19)?
It is as though we conveniently
search for phrases that we want to take
literally, and ignore those others that
do not appeal to our liking. In 1863,
the Bible was used to support slavery.
In the 1960's, the Bible was used to
support racial discrimination. Now,
in 2013, it is being used to support
discrimination against homosexuality.
However, faith in interpreting
those verses literally has been
abandoned, as they do not fit the
situation of contemporary society.
The usage of these verses is nothing
more than biblical convenience.
USD's mission is clearly stated
is clearly explained in its mission
statement:
"The University of San Diego is a
Roman Catholic institution committed
to advancing academic excellence,
expanding liberal and professional
knowledge, creating a diverse and
inclusive community, and preparing
leaders dedicated to ethical conduct

and compassionate service."
Supreme Drag Superstar fulfilled
that mission to the fullest. The
presentation educated the audience
on the LGBTQ community and
specifically
gender
expression,
facilitated more widespread acceptance
and understanding of queers, and
generally contributed to greater
compassion while being in line with
the ethics of social justice for all on a
changemaker campus.
Where do we stand as a community
though in our perceptions of the event?
We can focus on the seven
protesters standing in front of our
campus entrance hoisting fallacious
arguments about why individuals can't
express their identity.
Or, we can focus on the beauty of
this entertainment-education.
We can write about the grandiose
security measures that were taken to
respond to continuous complaints,
possible threats and negative energy
emanating. Or, we can write of the
smiles on the performers faces as they
sang their hearts out and danced their
night away.
Lets rewind to 1963 when Martin
Luther King Jr. dreamed of a place
where, "...little black boys and black
girls will be able to join hands with
little white boys and white girls as
sisters and brothers."
King didn't dream of a day of
violent action, mass uprisings or
reciprocal hatred. We don't remember
his speech as a riveting rally calling for
the overthrow of the system.

Rather, we the people of this
great nation who stand for life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness picture
that wide-angle shot of the Lincoln
Memorial. In that iconic snapshot,
we can see hundreds of thousands of
supports from all ethnicities, religions
and backgrounds adjoining joining
hand-in-hand to rise in support of the
marginalized.
Today, let us do the same. As USD
students walked out of the theater, their
surroundings became flooded
with
vibrations of praise and support. It was
infectious, as the joy from the event
radiated throughout the room. The
same love was spread on social media
in the hours leading up to the event,
and surely in those following. In the
coming hours and days, we have seen
a blossoming support for USD PRIDE.
We will rejoice together in yet another
breakthrough on our campus.
It is quite evident that, together, as
a campus, we have made progress from
this event. As allies of the LGBTQ
community, our student body came
out on top. Without responding with
counter-hate or reciprocal attacks,
PRIDE simply pursued their goal
for a peaceful celebration of gender
expression.
Taking an event that
maxed-out at 200 audience members
last year in the miniscule forum of the
back of the UC, to a jam packed Shiley
theater holding 500-550 students, the
movement made its footprint in history
on April 25.
Hopefully, a time is ahead of us
when judgment isn't passed on an

individual's orientation, expression or
identity.
We have made continuous attempts
to eliminate hateful vocabulary or
discourse towards African-Americans,
feminists, and the physically or
mentally disabled. That theme has
shifted.
It is now the time for the LGBTQ
to make their mark on society.
Spring boarded by Harvey Milk's
election to office, we now have seven
LGBTQ representatives in congress.
Homosexual couples now have their
own television series, such as Modern
Family.
And, courses are now being offered
at prominent universities integrating
the topic into the liberal arts and even
business studies.
One can lead the charge, but it's
the community that really makes the
difference. It's not one pop of the hands
that signifies success - it's rather the
symphony.
We came together Thursday as
a community to commemorate the
progress made thus far by the proud
LGBTQ identifiers, and to support its
future on our campus at the University
of San Diego.
The love that was emitted in the
theater reminded me of the good still
present in humanity, the hope that one
day people will be accepted for all they
are, and the gravitational force that
love has to pull us all together for the
common good.
I can only imagine what is next.
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Our campus's beautiful architecture, weather and student body allow for stereotypes of the typical USD student to abound, making stereotyping especially pernicious at our university.

rnoio courtesy ui miv^v*u

The power and danger of stereotyping at USD
By Bianca Hernandez
CONTRIBUTOR

are the only three that are commonly
known on the USD campus; there are
countless stereotypes many people
come up with just by someone's skin
color, race, etc.
Sabrina
Keene, writer
and
psychology
professor
defines
stereotyping as "the application of an
individual's own thoughts, beliefs, and
expectations onto other individuals
without first
obtaining
factual
knowledge about the individual(s)."
Stereotypes provide a way to
assess or judge others by taking in their
appearance. Stereotyping can create
many social identities that are not
accurate about a person. People have
nothing to base these assessments on
outside of their preconceived notions
of a given person or group.
The students who have wealth are
not afraid to show it off; the people
who do not have as much feel like it's
a necessity. Freshman Jessica Reyes
feels pressured to fit in with the wealthy
stereotype, to have the expensive car,
different brands of clothing and to
be the most intelligent in the class in

When people see someone, they
immediately try to imagine the kind
of person he or she is. The problem
with this is appearances are a very
shallow and deceitful way of getting
to know someone. USD's students are
stereotyped as known to have it all:
looks, money and brains.
This
sort
of
immediate
stereotyping leaves a lasting effect on
many students. Most people share a
belief that the majority of our student
population comes from a wealthier
background, are generally Caucasian
and that the University has no racial
diversity.
To make it appear more lighthearted, the University is often
described with catchy acronyms such
as University of Spoiled Daughters,
University of Spoiled Drivers and
University of Surfer Dudes. Not all
students fit the stereotype of "Spoiled
Daughters" and "Surfer Dudes". Those

order to fit USD's common stereotype.
Since Reyes felt excluded and wanted
to fit in, she aggressively conformed.
Reyes shared that she has never fit
into the common stereotype at the
University of Spoiled Daughters,
she was stereotyped as "The nerd,
the know it all, the goody-good."
Typically, individuals who are quick to
make judgments about a certain group
base their statements on opinions and
surface appearance instead of facts.
The stereotypes that USD is known for
do not necessarily define each student.
In fact, they largely underestimate the
varieties of people this school holds.
Stereotypes are attached to
negative connotations which erase
the true identity that an individual
has. Diversitylnc. CEO and Column
writer Luke Visconti found that "Even
stereotypes that might seem somewhat
positive—the 'studious Asian,' for
example—end up being self limiting:
'studious but not leadership material.'"
Now in US popular media people
often get different ideas of stereotypes
from television shows and movies.

The media has poorly informed us
about these false impressions and the
outcome of this lack of information
is ignorance. The best defense against
ignorance is education: possessing the
truth can defend against prejudice and
common stereotypes in today's society.
Many stereotypes can affect the
self-perception and behavior of the
person who is being judged. Keene
writes that "stereotypes can lead an
individual to low self-esteem, mental
breakdowns, depression, and other
lows."
For many students social identity
is important, engaging stereotypes
will almost always cause more harm
than good. A way stereotyping harms
students is the way their attitude
changes. PsychCentral news editor
Rick Nauert explains the way in which
prejudice can impact future decisions.
"People are more likely to be
aggressive after they've faced prejudice
in a given situation," Nauert writes.
"They are more likely to exhibit a
lack of self-control. They have trouble
making good, rational decisions. And

they are more likely to overindulge on
unhealthy foods."
These identity threats play an
important role in society's problems,
such as race, social class and gender.
Aaron King, a writer for the
Journal of Student Affairs at New
York University found "students who
received information designed to lower
their self-esteem cheated at an assigned
task more often than those who received
high self-esteem information."
This demonstrated that students
are influenced by peers and can be
surrounded by negative effects.
If we learn to define people outside
of their pre-assigned stereotype, we
can help to bring about a fall of the
stereotypes that plague today's society.
As C.JoyBell C. says "We are all equal
in the fact that we are all different."
The best way to lessen the impact of
stereotypes, and eventually get rid of
them completely, is to first rid yourself
of your own. This small difference will
not only have an impact on your life, it
might even improve someone else's. It
could even improve our school.

The Vista digs into:
HOROSCOPES

CSULB

PISCES

AQUARIUS
Don't give up on them yet. You know
who I'm talking about. They've worn
your patience down to a sliver over
these past few weeks, but they'll make
up for it with baked goods soon.

You may want to avoid Mission Beach
this week, if you aren't already. A case
of mistaken identity looks to haunt
your weekend. It's not your fault, but
try and change up your wardrobe.

ARIES
You've been out of balance lately. Eat
more avocado, and check your results.
Odds are, this will help.

SUMMER SESSIONS
2013

GEMINI

TAURUS

No formal admission to CSULB required
Earn units toward your degree

Running from your problems isn't
going to solve anything, and you know
it. Running, though, may help. Start
tomorrow. TV is good tonight.

Good things happen to those who
wait, unless your Matt Barkley. But
you aren't - keep being patient. Sit
somewhere comfortable. It's coming.

Enroll on a "space available" basis

Two 6-Week Sessions
May 28-July 5
(SIS)
July 8 -August 16
(S3S)

One 12-Week Session
May 28-August 16
(SSD)

CANCER
A friend is going to recommend that
you watch the movie "Breathless."
You won't know what they are talking
about, but trust them: it's an amazing
film, and will soon be your favorite.

LEO

VIRGO

LIBRA

That thing you do where you steal from
La Paloma and Tu Mercado, thinking
no one notices, is coming to an end.
Beware the temptation of skipping the
ridiculously slow line.

Your first USD sporting event went well
- even though you kind of ditched - but
your school spirit will pay dividens.
Work on making more eye contact with
athletes in the SLP.

Start taking Fiber more seriously. Start
with cereal. Watch as your digestive
health transforms your romantic life,
enabling you to finally move forward
from that annoying ex.

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

Heading downtown, as Jupiter and the
moons of Saturn conspire to influence
your lovelife, seems like a good idea, so
long as you avoid Seaport Village. You'll
get pooped on by a sea gull, again.

Don't take it So personally - odds
are that rudeness you've been
experiencing is just the other person
being insecure. Step outside yourself.

CAPRICORN
Recycle your water bottles. You'll need
the money come this summer.

Registration begins April 8
25 New Online Summer Classes

(800) 963-2250 ext. 60001
CCPE-info@csulb.edu
www.ccpe.csulb.edu/summer

Correction:
In an article dated April 252013for Volume 50, Issue 21 of The Vista
credited Diana Fontaine for an article titled 'Are they selective eaters or
concerned customers?"

FIND US ON

E FACEB00K

I

FOLLOW US
ON TWITTER

California State University, Long Beach
College of Continuing and Professional Education

Tin s was a mistake.
Fhe actual author of that piece was Allyson Meyer.
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TOREROS' OPINIONS
What is your favorite

What are your plans

aspect of USD?

after graduation?

What other schools
were you considering
before coming to USD?

MMf

Lauren Campo

Amanda Castillo

Alex Benson

Sophomore

Senior

Freshman

USD is a really good school for a
liberal studies major. I can major
and also get my credential at the
same time. Also, I mean it's San
Diego.

What am I doing after graduation?
That is a good one, I wish I knew.
Literally just looking for a job.

I was looking at Santa Clara,
Notre Dame and University of
Colorado. I picked USD because
my brother goes here and I visited
it and I really liked it. I thought it
was really cool.

Kyle Manning

Alexis Amy

Chandler Hubbard

Senior

Senior

Junior

Honestly, I really like the
English department. Lots of
extremely intelligent professors
teaching without the uninspiring
pretentiousness that I saw in high
school.

After graduation I am teaching
English in France for 7 months

USC, North Carolina, Pace
University, Cal. Picked USD for
football.

Alexis Barber

Kate Reid

Courtney Croin

Sophomore

Senior

Junior

love being in San Diego and
love how inviting people are
around campus.

My plans after graduation is to
move home to Northern California
where hopefully the company I
am working part-time for will offer
me something full time. If not I will
start applying for jobs.

I applied to Boston College,
College of William and Mary, here
and Pepperdine. I am from Boston
so I really wanted to go to Boston
College but I kind of realized
that San Diego is very similar
to BC and a lot nicer out in the
weather and far away from home
so I figured I had 4 years to live
anywhere so I might as well try
San Diego.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Dating in college can be tricky. Does he like me? Is she hooking up with someone else? Are we exclusive? Is this considered a date? These questions constantly engage the minds of USD students. In a culture
that is so focused on "hooking-up" it can be quite a challenge to define dating and relationships.We've talked to some of our fellow Toreros and asked for their perspectives on dating in college.

THE QUESTIOnS:
I. How would you describe the dating culture at USD?
2. How would you define ' dating"?
3. What was your worst dating experience in college?
RYAN SAFAR, SOPHOMORE

BRIANNA BLANCHARD, SENIOR

1. USD's dating culture is unique. One cannot simply approach a girl and talk to her without her thinking he is only trying to
"get it in". Imagine what it would be like if he asked her on a date! People think USD is more of a hook-up community because
we are at college and experimenting, but there is great relationship potential.

I. Hook-up culture is probably a better term than dating culture in regards to the relationship dynamic at USD.Which is fine, I mean
who wants to be in a loving relationship anyway? I know personally I'd rather overanalyze my text messages and have the mystery
of wondering whether or not he'll acknowledge me in public. I think there is serious self esteem issue among girls on this campus in
particular who feel a lot of pressure to be perfect.

2.To me it means I love my whole self and I am able to reciprocate that love to someone else. Dating is the early stages of
a relationship where two people go out on dates to find out what each other is like and is a prelude to actually being a fully
fledged couple. It's when you go out with someone multiple times without being completely committed. Also, one date does not
mean you are dating that person.You are simply trying to test the water.

2.1 think it's safe to say if a guy likes more than one of your instagrams you've found something really special.
3. Every time a boy actually allows me to pay for myself a little part of me dies. It's not that I'm super traditional, I'm just really broke.

3.1 can't recall my last bad date. I am pretty smooth on and off my feet.

MIMI AKEL, JUNIOR

PATRICK KILLEA, SOPHOMORE

1. I'd say because most people came into college looking for "the college experience" people tend to not be in relationships and it
makes it difficult to actually find someone who is wanting the same, such as being in a relationship. In addition I advise that maybe if a
guy tries to take a girl out on a proper date, opens the door for her, and actually spends a dime without expecting anything in return

1. I can't afford to date any of the girls here so the best way I could describe it is expensive.
2.You're dating if you're paying when you go to places and it's at least semi-frequent.

then it'll mean something more than a Netflix night.

3. My worst experience was wing-manning for my friend when he met up with a girl from Tinder.
2. Dating is when a guy takes the time to impress his lady by taking her out on adventures, including simple walks on campus to
"secret spots" to get to know her. Putting time and effort into getting to know the other person is dating, not just running into the
other person on Mission Beach.
3.1 couldn't say I've ever had a "real" dating experience at USD. Since USD is very small it's hard to allow yourself to get to know
someone else that you've heard several stories about through your friends, even if they are false. As humans we tend to assume the
rumors are true.

KAITLYN WOLTERS, SOPHOMORE

CK GASSOU, SENIOR

I. It seems that a lot of the students at USD don't find a boyfriend/girlfriend. Most of the girls that I know who have boyfriends came
into college with the same boyfriend from back home. It is rare to find two people who started dating once they came to USD. I
think that it is because being in a relationship is looked down on in a sense.

1. I feel like people don't necessarily date at USD. Most of the people prefer to just hook up.They like to test the water before
they jump in it.
2. Dating for me is when two people are exclusively seeing each other and they hang out sober and go on dates.There is a
romantic touch to it.

2.1 would count "dating" as seeing the same person multiple times a week and going out on dates. It doesn't have to be 'facebook
official'.

3.1 haven't been really dating at USD but once I went on a date with a girl who had nothing in common with me.When you
start to feel the awkwardness the only thing you can think about is going home ASAP!

3. N/A except for creepy boys at parties and clubs downtown trying to hit on you and how difficult it is to get them to understand
"no thanks!"

BRITTANY CARAVA, SOPHOMORE
I.There's a lot of really cool/attractive people here which makes people unwilling to "date" because there's always someone
else who comes along and grabs your attention. It's almost like dating ADD - it's hard to make things last here.

I .The dating culture at USD is different than I expected. It may be that it's only my second year but I don't feel that I know a ton of
people who've met at USD and are in a serious relationship. If you have met someone at USD it's usually pretty casual. If you're not
dating someone from USD, it's usually a boyfriend/girlfriend from your hometown.

2."Dating" is when it's understood by both people that you're monogamous and you're hanging out together regularly.

2. Dating is if you've gone on a few dates, hung out a few times and are talking on a regular basis and agree not to be seeing other

BRANDON NEWTON, JUNIOR

people.
3. Umm... I'd rather keep this one out of the paper.
3.1 was dating a guy from home for about a year and a half. Our long-distance relationship was incredibly difficult at times. It's hard
to maintain a connection when you both have your own lives going on at your respective universities. It's definitely a little freeing
now that we are both doing our own thing and are single.

\
MAX NANZIG, SENIOR
I. I don't really know.There isn't much of a gay dating scene here and I try to look outside of USD for potential suitors.
2.1 think of dating as a casual precursor to being in a relationship. Dating can be when you're figuring out if you like the person
enough to commit to a monogamous relationship and it can also be used in reference to a short term relationship or one that
isn't very serious. In any case, if someone says they're "dating" I take it as they are interested in someone, but the relationship is
either new or not very serious.

DANI LISLE, JUNIOR
I.The dating culture at USD is characterized by a tendency toward short relationships that materialize out of hookups at parties or
relationships built through mutual friends.The dating culture is also affected by the fact that this is such a small school, and so when
you date someone you are choosing to make a commitment to a particular group of friends.
2.To me, dating is when you have had that talk and you are official.The use of the word "dating" and how different people define it
can really affect two people's view of a relationship, and often it causes people to be on different pages and misunderstandings to
occur.

3.The worst dating experience I had was because I didn't know the other guy thought we were dating.Then one night we were
super drunk and he professed his love for me. I told him I thought he was nice, but not the kind of person I was looking for. He
started getting all upset and desperate, then took his clothes off in the middle of the street and told me,"This is the real me,
right in front of you.You can take it or leave it." I left. He claimed he was an artist. I think he was just crazy. He was 30.1 was 21.

3.1 started seeing a guy at the end of my freshman year and hooked up once or twice.Throughout the entire summer we would talk
on the phone for at least four hours a night (even when I was in Italy for two weeks)...We would talk about how much we liked each
other and how we missed each other. But when we got back to school in the fall he started treating me like just a friend and it was
as if we never had anything to begin with. I was absolutely crushed because I thought we were headed towards being official very

Bad news.

soon.This taught me that straightforward communication is key with men.

Cathy HgMyon/Thn Vista
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Can money
really buy
happiness?
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ABC News' best and worst jobs of 2013
BEST JOBS
WORST JOBS

1
By Kendall Tich
BUSINESS EDITOR
In class the other day, my
professor asked us "how do people
measure happiness?" Of course,
happiness is subjective and can vary
from person to person but society has
certain ways of measuring it. Perhaps
the reason for unhappiness lies in
those measurements and the way we
compare ourselves to one another.
An interesting point that was
brought up was the measurement of
wealth. Money is tangible and can
be shown to others. It is one of the
many reasons we attend a university;
we desire success and wealth is a
quantifiable way to measure that. What
makes you the happiest- an increase in
your salary? a new car? an expensive
vacation? These have all previously
been measurements of happiness,
success, wealth and prosperity but
rarely do we find out just how happy
all these purchases really make people.
Although GDP and wealth per
capita in the United States have
dramatically increased in the past
couple decades, there is no proof that
Americans are any happier. Many
states are currently working toward
making the societal and economic
well-being of their residents a main
priority, which was never a major
goal in the past. But even with close
attention to the well-being of US
citizens, is there really any way to
assure everyone's happiness?
At USD, we pass by gleaming,
smiling faces every single day.
"This school is full of pretty
people and everyone seems so happy"
said a random accepted student as I
passed by a campus tour.
And she's right; everyone seems
happy, carefree and caught up in the
Southern California, relaxing lifestyle.
You walk by people carrying designer
bags, driving luxury cars, talking
about their house(s) across the country.
But are these the people who are truly
happy or is wealth just the only way to
prove success?
"Money can't buy happiness"
was originally a theory that fell under
the Easterlin paradox. With happiness
studies becoming a new phenomenon
since the early 2000s, more and
more surveys and studies have been
conducted in accordance with this
theory.
Recently, the United Nations
committee has told governments
involved to start implementing
happiness measures and conduct
studies and research to identify the
overall happiness of their respective
countries. In fact, a panel in the United
States is exploring this as we speak.
The more data that comes up
about happiness and its correlation
to wealth seems to have made a
significant shift in the past couple
years. Generally speaking, the new
data seems to disprove the Easterlin
paradox, showing that as people get
richer, they report getting happier
too. Of.course it is not quite that
simple and again, there really is not a
universal, quantifiable way to measure
happiness.
So you may have gotten through
to the end of this column and wondered
what in the world is this girl talking
about. Well, although complicated,
happiness is something that is
achievable and it is happening all
around us. By attending USD, earning
a degree and finding
a successful
job following college, we all have
the chance to become financially
successful, which many would argue
does lead to happiness.
If
you
are
looking
for
immeasurable, unexplainable, sheer
happiness, however, put yourself on
a track where you avoid comparisons,
concern yourself less with material
matters and strive toward finding
success on your own. The best kind of
happiness comes from within yourself.
Or, on the other hand, maybe there
is some truth in the United Nations'
report that proves that money can
indeed buy happiness.
Whether you stay true to the
typical theory that money cannot buy
happiness, or you adapt the new theory
that it indeed can, it is up to you how
you choose to find and make your own
happiness.
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BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER

2

Average Salary: $81, 540
Projected job growth: 62%

LUMBERJACK
Average Salary: $32, 870
Projected job growth: 4%

ENLISTED
MILITARY PERSONNEL
L

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

3

Average Salary: $90,530
Projected job growth: 62%

AUDIOLOGIST

4

Average Salary: $66,660
Projected job growth: 37%

FINANCIAL PLANNER

5

Average Salary: $64,750
Projected job growth: 32%

Average Salary: $41,998
Projected job growth: varies

ACTOR
Average Salary: $17.44/hour
Projected job growth: 4%

OIL RIG WORKER
Average Salary: $37,640
Projected job growth: 8%

What companies are Toreros favoring
this year?

AMANDA JOHNSON

Hometown: Newport Beach, California
Favorite Company: Starbucks

KEVIN MATTHEWS

Hometown: Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Favorite Company: Nike

CAMERON BROWN

Hometown: Las Vegas, Nevada
Favorite Company: Groupon

ALI DUENAS

Hometown: Kirkland, Washington
Favorite Company: "The company that
makes the shirts with the frockets!"

JACQUELYN MACHADO

Hometown: Huntington Beach, California
Favorite Company: Brandy Melville

SPENCER FOWLER

Hometown: Sebastopol, California
Favorite Company: LIDS
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APP

1 Month FREE!

THE WEEK

Ask for details! Offer valid at Downtown, Fashion Valley, Hotel Circle & Midtown locations only.
For new renters only. On select units while supplies last. Excludes car storage at Downtown location.
Cannot be combined with other discounts or offers. Expires 5/31/13.

A 1 Self
A'l storage
Kendal I Tich/The Vista

By Rebecca Lukito
CONTRIBUTOR
For those business students interested in
the stock market, utilizing the Scottrade app
for the iPhone is a smart idea. The Scottrade
app is a useful tool because its research pages
on different stocks are quite detailed and
well done for a mobile app. In the research
section, one can look up the markets, stocks
and ETFs(exchange traded funds). A market
overview area shows the top gainers and
losers, the market news and the stock index
charts.
The chart function of the app is
particularly helpful in demonstrating certain
aspects of the current market. With this app,
there are seven main functions in the toolbar:
the home, trade, account, research, watch,
lists, alerts and settings. In the account feature,
it keeps track of the balances, positions,
transaction history, and order status.
The balance tool is great because it
shows the breakdown by money, buying
power and option position. This app also has
a market statistics tab that presents a detailed
breakdown of advancing and declining stocks
for all major US stock indexes. The watch list
function is quite cool because it customizes a
list of stocks for the user that can be created,
modified, and deleted.
Stock quote pages within the app
are helpful as well because they contain
information like basic pricing information,
news, commentary, fundamental valuation
metrics, insider activity with related charts,
earnings history (with charts), and the income
statement, balance sheet, and statement of
cash flows. This app also includes a stock
chart function which has a vast selection of
over 30 technical indicators that can be used.
The Scottrade SmarText function within the
app can explain in plain words the purposes

of all the technical indicators.
Unfortunately, the chart function can
not be used in landscape mode, so the charts
may come up a little small on a phone screen.
Stock trading is made easy with the Scottrade
app, although a few of the order types are not
included in the app and can only be used from
a computer. The stock trading function of the
app is easy to use. Users would load the Stock
Order Entry menu and select to buy a stock
or place another order. Some of these orders
may include market, stop, stop limit, trailing
stop, and conditional orders. The duration can
also be changed for a specific date and time
of expiration.
It is really simple to customize and set
requirements for the specific stocks you may
want. Even though this app is used by stock
traders, the average student can also use this
app because of its ease of use and detailed
applications.
USD students agree that this app is easy
to use and quite functional in an everyday
setting for those interested in stocks.
"I like to use this app to research and
trade stocks during the times the market is
open" said junior Thien Nguyen.
For the aspiring stock trader or anyone
even remotely interested in the stock market,
Scottrade is a good app to start off your
journey into the stock market.

Scott

a1 storage.com/usd
Downtown-Little Italy
2235 Pacific Hwy

619-633-3066
Fashion Valley
1501 Frazee Road

619-537-8014
Access Hours: 7am-8pm, daily

Hotel Circle
2245 Hotel Circle South

• Quick & Easy Summer Storage

619-621-8951

• All sizes to fit your needs and budget no deposit required
• Car storage available at select locations

Midtown

• Reserve your space online or by phone!

3911 Pacific Hwy

619-272-6078

• Easy payment options: Major credit cards
accepted, automatic payments by credit
card, pre-pay and online payments

Office Hours: 9-6 M-F, 9-5 S-S
Access Hours: 6am-10pm, daily

• Boxes and moving supplies

3 FREE Boxes!
Present this coupon for 3 FREE small boxes
at Downtown, Fashion Valley, Hotel Circle or
Midtown locations only.
For USD students only.
No purchase or rental
necessary. Expires 5/31/13.
Limit 1 coupon per student only.

« Self
Storage
A-JL
a1 storage.com/usd

Reserve Your Summer Storage Today!
Visit a1storage.com/usd

THE MOST RELIABLE WAY

TO STORE YOUR BELONGINGS.

Multiple Convenient Locations:

3865 ROSECRANS
619.294.2316
4835 PACIFIC HIGHWAY
619.692.1116
Ayh about our
Stud&vxt V iAcenmty!

Pacific Hwy

WWW.SECURE-SELFSTORAGE.COM
>
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Connections

By Khea Pollard
Asst. A&C EDITOR

There I sat amongst the scaling
murals and the Afrocentric idols
adorning the interior of Balboa Park's
World Beat Center. I had come for a
spiritual awakening. Or for the less
ideological version, I'd come because
my parents made me. I may have been
reluctant to give up the comforts of
my bed and at 9 a.m. on a Sunday; but
looking back, I am glad I did.
The main speakers that morning
were followers of The Earth Center,
an organization founded upon spiritual
practices rooted in the heart of Africa.
Their main topic of conversation was
how to connect to the earth's life force
by abandoning societal mores try to use a
more common word we have embedded
in our psyche. I know what you're
thinking; it is really metaphysical stuff
we're discussing here and this journey
the speakers proposed is definitely not
for the faint of heart. These speakers
encouraged me to think deeply about
our motives here on Earth.
What are we here for? Are we here
merely to survive or thrive? Should I
be living differently than I am at this
moment?
A poignant point of discussion
was "necessity" vs. "essentiality". I
watched the audience nod in agreement
as the speaker addressed the practicality
of the things we think we need such
as our fancy cell phone versus the
essential resources that we need to
sustain life such as water. We, myself
included, have all been conditioned to
believe that these man-made creations
are crucial to our functioning as human
beings. Somehow through social media
we are always connected to the outside
world and this may or may not draw our
attention from internal self-reflection to
focusing externally on keeping up with
the Joneses. Even this obsession with
external stimuli is superficial. Instead
of using social media to connect in
a meaningful way we are comparing
ourselves to the next person, thinking
we are somehow special or different.
We aren't fundamentally special or
different from anyone. The idea that all
human beings are interconnected, that
we are all a part of one system supported
by the Earth's energy is astounding and
thought-provoking to say the least. We
walk this Earth feeling as though we are
separate entities yet what affects one
person affects us all in the grand scheme
of things. It is essentially the law of the
universe, a domino effect if you will. If
one domino falls eventually they will all
fall. We tend to look to life's tragedies
as isolated incidents, removed from our
burgeoning consciousness and write off
the perpetrator as "crazy".
Take the recent bombings in
Boston for example. How is it possible
a young and unassuming teenager,
who by most accounts a lovely person,
"flip" and commit such an atrocious
crime? Or Christopher Dorner, the
neighborhood policeman. There has
to have been something uniquely evil
about him to undertake such atrocious
crimes. I think not. These people are the
manifestations of a broken system. If
we are all cogs in this system it leaves
to reason that we must work together
to fix it, not isolate one another. That is
not to say that people should not be held
responsible for their actions. However,
when we see multiple incidents such as
these it would behoove us to examine
our society from the ground up. There is
something structurally wrong with the
way we are currently living if this type
of violence is becoming a trend and this
violence is not unique to U.S. territory
but present all over the world.
Talks of nuclear threats from North
Korea and U.S. invasions for "peace
in the Middle East" certainly bring our
negative human nature to the forefront.
As students and aspiring leaders we
must ask ourselves what world we wish
to see and how we can personally make
our vision reality.
So I did. I am choosing to start
internally. If I learned anything from
the discussion I witnessed that day, it is
that you cannot help others if you will
not help yourself. With that in mind as I
carry on from day to day I am reminded
to consistently strive toward a better
self. The first step for some might be
delving deeper to recognize that Siri
is not a necessity to their existence
and for others it may be finding their
own spiritual center. Whatever your
medium, the end goal is undoubtedly
one bigger than yourself.

Matt Hose/TheVista

Phoenix released its new album on April 22.The band performed at the Coachella music festival as seen above.

Phoenix releases album "Bankrupt!
By Henry Kittle
STAFF WRITER
The French quartet Phoenix is
known for a complex sound often
categorized as alternative rock or indie
pop. The band discusses a wide variety
of subjects in their music such as 19th
century history, classical composer
Franz Liszt and the high speed trail of
stardom.
Perhaps the most identifiable
feature of Phoenix, aside from catchy
melodies adorned with smoothly laid
synthesizers, is the unique diction
of lead singer Thomas Mars. His
lyrics are elusive yet stirring, like the
sensation felt upon waking up after a
vivid dream. Mars has a mysterious
way of not revealing exactly what he
is trying to say, maybe because he's
not always sure, causing listeners to
sift through his words and use the

intricately layered music as a guide for
how to feel.
On the week of April 22, Phoenix
released the highly anticipated and
long-in-the-making album entitled
"Bankrupt!" The album consists of ten
songs that are recognizably Phoenix but
clearly written with a different approach
in mind. In interviews leading up to the
release, band members stated that the
album would be a kind of experimental
departure from the pop driven sounds of
hit albums such as "Wolfgang Amadeus
Phoenix". Even so, most of the tracks
don't venture too far from home.
The first
song on the album,
"Entertainment," has all the ingredients
of a classic Phoenix jam with a twist.
Phoenix opened with "Entertainment"
at Coachella and received a glowing
response from the packed crowd of
nearly 50,000 people, many of whom
were USD students.
"I thought Phoenix was hands down
the best performance at Coachella. I

liked the way the lead singer [Thomas
Mars] connected with the audience; it
really got me pumped up and it was
crazy fun," junior Aisling Maclsaac
said.
"The band shows the variety
of the rock genre and also hints at
the direction rock is going to take in
the next few decades. The way they
incorporate electronic sounds without
straying away from the roots of rock
is something that sets them apart from
other bands," junior Conner Wiseman
said.
The song "Entertainment" is
groovy and captivating but not quite
a hands flailing must-sing-along-anddance type song like the hit single "Too
Young" from Phoenix's debut studio
album "United". Phoenix, like any
other group of talented artists, should
be encouraged to try new things, and
different isn't always worse.
Another big track on the new
album is "Chloroform" which has a

beat that demands nothing less than
head bobbing. The track starts in a place
that sounds like an Eastern fantasy land
until the bass, courtesy of Deck d'Arcy,
jumps in and teams up with the synth,
creating a hip hop style beat for Mars to
rap over with his signature style.
The title track is the longest on the
album, nearly seven minutes, and is
a change of pace in the middle of the
album. The upbeat party vibe is flooded
with a mellow ambience followed by a
shift to a more chaotic tone. From this
point on, the keyboards rise up, over
the guitars and become the center of
the album: the mountain that dominates
the view with Mars' razzle-dazzle voice
echoing through the background.
By the numbers, Phoenix reigns
among the best selling, elite musicians
of France, with the likes of Daft Punk
and David Guetta. The band has created
its own sound and gained a worldwide
fanbase. Whether this album is as good
as others, it will not define Phoenix.
They simply have too many great songs.

Vine app is video-making made easy
By Morgan Lewis
STAFF WRITER

If Instagram and YouTube came
together and had a beautiful child,
then you would have Vine. Twitter's
new mobile social video application,
Vine, enables its users to create and
post short video clips that run up to six
seconds. Although it is relatively new,
it is quickly becoming one of the most
popular forms of social networking,
According to the Twitter Help
Center website Vine lets its users create
and share short looping videos. Videos
posted to Vine will appear on your Vine

profile and the timelines of your Vine
followers. You can also share your
video posts to Twitter or Facebook.
The app is similar to Snapchat, and
it shows you a scrollable feed of all your
friends' vines on the homescreen. You
also have your own profile page, which
you can customize later after signing
up. Vine takes most of your information
from Twitter, including name, photo,
bio and transfers it to your new Vine
account when you sign up.
To record a video, you must first
hit the video icon in the top right corner
to enter the record mode. You can then
record video by touching your finger
to the screen. Removing your finger
from the screen pauses the recording.
The video is not complete until six full
seconds have been recorded.
Vine has made some remarkable

strides. Less than three months after its
debut, Twitter's Vine reached the top of
the iTunes free app chart in early April.
There are some limitations with the
new video sharing app. Vine can only
be accessed on iPhone or iPad products,
but the application for Android will be
launched in a few weeks.
Even with the nearly instant
success of Vine, it still went under
some scrutiny. Many early users used
the application for pornographic clips,
one of which made it onto the "Editors
Picks" feature. In the backlash of its
scrutiny, the creators raised the required
age to download the application from
12 to 17.
While there has been praise for
Vine, there are still a few drawbacks
that could be fixed in the update. Other
than choosing what to shoot and for

how long, you cannot edit the footage
or save it to your camera roll as a draft.
There's no front-facing camera option,
and the app often crashes.
Even with it' flaws, Vine has caught
the eye of some powerful members. In
a story done on an ABC news blog,
President Obama premiered on the
video sharing network. The White
House featured Obama at the annual
science fair that is hosted on the lawn.
Vine has already established
itself as the leader in social video.
With Twitter's backing and continual
promotion, Vine is clearly an app for
brands to keep an eye on. The simplicity
of Vine is perfect to encourage
consumers to adopt the app, but time
will tell if the application will become
the next big thing or just another flavor
of the month in social media.

Foodie on a mission: crepes are really thin pancakes
Inhouse gastronomer visits Orange Blossom Cafe in Solana Beach
By Katelyn McCullough
CONTRIBUTOR

Ricky Bobby from "Talladega
Nights" accurately describes crepes.
"They are like really thin
pancakes."
The wonderful thing about crepes
are that they can be filled with just about
anything imaginable. One such place
that offers many flavor combinations
for crepes is Solana Beach's Orange
Blossom Cafe.
Orange Blossom Cafe offers
coffee, tea, crepes and assorted pastries,
as well as seasonal versions of each.
Some of the most popular crepes
are the sweet ones, such as the Orange
Blossom Crepe served with orange
honey butter, or lemon and sugar.
However, some of the specialty sweet
crepes are absolutely to die for: the
Tiramisu crepe has chocolate, espresso,
mascarpone, amaretto and chocolate
whipped cream. The Banana's Foster
includes Ghirardelli Caramel Sauce, a
bit of Grand Marnier and bananas.
On the other hand, Orange
Blossom Cafe also serves savory

crepes such as a favorite of many,
the spinach, artichoke and pesto,
or the Mediterranean with spinach,
red peppers, feta and pesto. The
preparation of the crepes is interesting.
The toppings have a special method
of placement. On the initial layer
are the sauces and cheese if having a
savory crepe, and then it is folded in
half to meld them together. After that,
additional toppings are placed, such
as the spinach and red peppers from
the Mediterranean, then folded over
again to form a triangle. This allows
one to get every ingredient in every
bite. Orange Blossom also tries to stray
away from the typical crepe fillings
and offers some sandwich-like crepes.
For instance, they serve one known as
the "Mambo Italiano" which is filled
with prosciutto, mozzarella, sundried
tomato and pesto. The cafe also offers
a BLT version, which is a step up from
the basics, by using mozzarella cheese,
spinach and sundried tomatoes topped
with a chipotle aioli.
Aside from being a creperie,
Orange Blossom Cafe prides itself
on being a coffee house, serving
up gourmet coffee blends to those
shopping in the area or to those who
just want to hang out. The coffee

flavors rival even the flavors of the
crepes, which could make for a very
difficult decision of coffee or crepe,
or perhaps both. If feeling particularly
sweet one can choose from an
assortment of mochas: nutella, peanut
butter, s'mores, caramel creme brulee,
and those are not including the special
of the day.
The cafe is not large, comfortably
seating about ten inside and a few more
outside in a welcoming atmosphere.

As far as pricing for the crepes,
each one is approximately $9, not
exactly the steal of the century, but
it could possibly serve two or three
people. The only downside may be
the crepes are a little thick, but if filled
with toppings it is understandable.
The thickness does not detract from
tasting the ingredients. If crepes are
the craving, Orange Blossom Cafe is
where the options are endless and the
quality incomparable.

hotos courtesy of Katelyn McCullough

Left:Tiramisu crepe from Orange Blossom Cafe. RightiThe interior of the restaurant.
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Babes, booze and Zac Brown: Stagecoach extravaganza
The country music festival banned campsites? resulting in the lack of a sellout

By Katelyn Montero
ASSISTANT EDITOR

On Sunday April 28, the
temperature reached a record-breaking
107 degrees, making Stagecoach the
hottest festival ever hosted in the
Coachella Valley. However, the heat
did not stop the 45,000 country music
lovers from attending the three-day
festival. The weekend was comprised
of 48 artists with Toby Keith, Lady
Antebellum and Zac Brown Band as
the three main headliners.
On Saturday, large crowds
gathered at each of the three stages and
made the festival feel packed, despite
the fact that the crowds fell short of the
venue's capacity of 55,000. Although
the heat may have played a factor, the
smaller-than-usual crowds were most
likely due to the heightened security
and strict policies regarding alcohol
and camping. This year was the first in
which tent camping was banned, likely
due to the number of complaints about
drunk campers keeping the rest of
the grounds up throughout the night.
Many restrictions were also placed
on RV campers, who had to submit
their applications by Oct. 15 and
provide proof of registration, proof of
ownership as well as a personal essay.
However, the strict regulations
and heightened presence of security
could not keep the country aficionados
from their alcohol, as many concert
goers snuck alcohol in their purses,
clothes and even empty sunscreen
bottles. Indio police have reported
that at least 121 people were arrested
throughout
the
three-day-long
festival, almost all of which were due
to alcohol related incidents.
Beer and booze were common
themes for both attendees and
performers alike. On Friday, Toby
Keith sipped on beer from a Red Solo
Cup throughout his performance of
his single by the same name.
"Hold on, we have to start that
one over. I've been missing lyrics all
day. Well of course I have; I've been
partying with half of you backstage all
day," Charles Kelley, the lead singer
of Lady Antebellum explained after
flubbing the first line of a song.
Country music festivals have
somewhat of an unofficial dress code,
with most of the patrons dressed for
what only could be described as a
patriotic pool party. American flags are
to Stagecoach what flower headbands
are to Coachella: the ultimate musthave accessory. From bikinis, flipflops, headbands, sunglasses, earrings
and shorts, there was no limit to the
creative places in which the stars and
stripes appeared.
Although the drinking and dress
code certainly play a vital role in the
Stagecoach experience, the weekend
was ultimately about the music.
The festival started on Friday at
12:20 p.m., but most conceit attendees
didn't head over to the main stage
until around 5pm. The Friday lineup
was undoubtedly the most old school
country, featuring country veterans
like Hank Williams, Trace Adkins and
Toby Keith. The crowds went wild for
all of Keith's singles, including "Red

Solo Cup" and "Beer For My Horses",
but few knew the words of any of his
non-singles.
The smaller stages also featured
several actors turned singers including
John C. Reilly, Jeff Bridges and Katey
Sagal. As the weekend progressed,
the sets kept improving, with the best
lineup saved for Sunday afternoon and
night. Florida Georgia Line, newly
dubbed the Best New Artist at the
CM A awards, opened the main stage
on Sunday at 2:30 p.m. to a crowd
that was energetic and ready to dance
along despite the record breaking
heat. The musicians looked more like
a group of punk rock guitarists than
a country band, but the repetitive
chords and exaggerated vocals fit
clearly into the mold. Declaring that
the front row V.I .P. section was too
tame, the two lead singers jumped off
stage and ran to the standing section
filled with all of the dancing 20 to 30
somethings. They ran from section
to section, jumping on the crowd
barricades and interacting with the
audience members as they performed.
The mood took a much different
feel during the next set as veteran
band Lonestar took the stage. Any
energy that was rallied up during
Florida Georgia Line's set quickly
dissolved as veteran band Lonestar
took the stage. Although it was their
first time performing at Stagecoach,
the band has been together since
1992, and it was evident that their
target demographic was not present at
the festival. The majority of the crowd
dispersed to check out the smaller
stages and line dancing tent during
their performance.
Married duo Thompson Square
was next to take the stage, and
their songs were well received,
albeit relatively unknown, with the
exception of number one single "Are
You Gonna Kiss Me or Not."
By the time that Darius Rucker
began his set, the crowds from the
smaller venue had made their way
to the main stage and were ready for
the former Hootie & the Blowfish
frontman. Rucker had great stage
presence and commanded the crowd
easily with his strong voice and catchy
melodies.
The best performance of the
weekend was easily Zac Brown Band,
who captivated the attention of the
entire audience with their very first
song. The group played the majority
of its number one singles, as well as
several covers including "Neon" by
John Mayer and "Isn't She Lovely"
by Stevie Wonder. Frontman Zac
Brown introduced each of his band
members by having them each play
solos of their instruments. After eight
minutes of guitar riffs and fiddle
scales, the crowd was ready for a song
where they could sing along. Any
attention that they lost during the band
introductions was quickly won back
when ZBB performed their Grammynominated single "Free." Although
the band's set was late in the night on
Sunday evening, most of the crowd
stayed throughout the entirety of the
performance and encore.
As festival attendees shook the
dust off of their boots, wiped the sweat
from their straw hats, and headed out
of the desert in their cars, they left
behind California's small window
into the world of country music.

Lauren Hovanesian/The Vista

Top: Stagecoach attendee shows off one festival must, the American flag. Middle right: Members of the duo Lady Antebellum croon
onstage. Bottom: Zac Brown of his own band as one of the headliners at the festival.

I'm with Disney, now I'm doomed

Why you should care about Amanda Bynes and the trends of other chdd stars
By Erin Fogerty
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, former
Nickelodeon star Amanda Bynes
decided to shave half of her head.
The actress tweeted two pictures of
her new hairstyle and wrote "This is
the new me. I love it". The impulsive
buzz cut is reminiscent of Britney
Spears' infcmous meltdown in 2007.
Although Bynes only shaved half
of her head, the actress seems to be
continuing down the same downward
spiral as Britney, Lindsay Lohan and a
series of other child stars.
Last April, Amanda Bynes was
arrested for a DUI in West Hollywood.
The actress tried to pass a police car
and ended up sideswiping the vehicle.
Bynes was taken into custody and her
mug shot soon made its way to TMZ,
The Hollywood Reporter, and other
celebrity news wires. When Bynes
was released on bail, she took to
Twitter to profess her innocence. The
star even tweeted at President Barack

Obama saying, "Hey @BarackObama
I don't drink. Please fire the cop who
arrested me. I also don't hit and run.
The end." President Obama never
responded to the tweet nor was the
cop ever fired. By August of last year,
Bynes was at it again. The star rearended a driver in Los Angeles and
proceeded to drive away. On Sept. 4,
2012, Bynes was charged with a hitand-run in connection with both the
April and August accidents. Bynes'
license was suspended but that did not
stop her from driving. Back in 2007,
Paris Hilton was sentenced to 45 days
in jail for repeatedly driving with a
suspended license.
Besides all of her legal issues,
Bynes' behavior has become more
and more erratic over the past few
weeks. Before shaving her head,
the star already had pierced both of
her cheeks, blown up her lips with
injections and confessed to having an
eating disorder. The star, who currently
lives in New York, was kicked out of a
W hotel for walking around naked and
asked to leave a gym class at NYC's
Chelsea Piers. Bynes reportedly
showed up to an adult gymnastics
class in fishnet tights, a wig and was
spinning in circles and muttering to

herself. When Bynes burst into tears
after attempting to do a cartwheel, she
was asked to leave the class.
In the late 90s and early 2000s,
Bynes was the queen of Nickelodeon.
Bynes was a regular cast member
on "Figure it Out" and "All That".
By 1999, she got her own sketch
comedy show called "The Amanda
Show". Amanda was one of the most
successful child stars on television at
the time and was a role model to many
young girls. After "The Amanda
Show" was cancelled in 2002, Bynes
went on to star in The WB sitcom
"What I Like About You" from 2003
to 2006. Bynes' first leading role in
a film was in 2003's "What a Girl
Wants" alongside Colin Firth. Bynes'
went on to star in "She's the Man"
(2006), "Sydney White" (2007) and
"Easy A" (2010). After "Easy A,"
Bynes' announced her retirement
from acting. At the young age of 24,
Bynes claimed that she was not in
love with acting anymore and that she
wanted to focus on fashion.
The only thing that Amanda
Bynes seems to be focusing on
now is her Twitter account and her
appearance.

Photo Courtesy of Chris Pizzello/AP

Photo Courtesy of amandabynes/Twitter

The trend of child stars straying from the path is most recently exemplified by former
actress Amanda Bynes.
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Alex Gaona

a senior thesis exhibition
"I do not have answers but I walk with you, search with you, be with you," —Ita Ford
We do not always have the answers to every problem. We cannot right every wrong, but we can engage in solidarity
with those on the margins. By recognizing those that have been forgotten, and by holding on to their story and their
name, we can keep their memory alive with each of us. By recognizing their humanity and dignity we begin to take
steps toward the true meaning of In Lak'ech, recognizing others as ourselves. In my exhibit I set out to preserve the
memory of those lost and recognize them for who they are."

-Alex Gaona
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Lauren Hovanesian

a senior thesis exhibition
"My culture has always been a struggle for me because even after twenty-two years I still don't know my last name.
My brother and I are the first generation to be born in the U.S. Everyone else in my family was born in either Greece
or Russia. I keep returning to the concept of 'what defines us as people' and I think heritage and location are two very
important factors. What is heritage? How does it relate to who I am and where I am from? This is where my connection
to topography originates. It is the art of location, natural landscapes and layers of history. In my work I am building my
own topography by weaving together bits of my history in the hopes of creating a connection."
--Lauren Hovanesian
•
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APR 29 - MAY 3

OLIVIA IGOE
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RAFI KOPACZ
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Legends Ballroo
10:30 p.m.

Soda Bar
@ 8:30 p.m

4

Annual Pug Party
"Pugo de Mayo"
Del Mar Fairgrounds
@ 10 a.m.
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Born Ruffians
Casbah
@ 8:30 p.m.^"
^

Aziz Ansari

I

Armin Van Buure.

SD Civic Center
7 p.m.

V

Rimac Arena
7 p.m.

Mafer Arce // The Vista

Instagram of the week
#usdvista

chrisnovak
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THIS SUMMER. MAKE

SAN FRANCISCO

YOUR CLASSROOM
Hit the books in the "best city for college students" and
»*
study at USF, one of "California's College of Distinction.
'Sources at www.usfca.edu/summer

• 1/3 Off Undergrad Tuition & On-Campus Housing
• Summer Courses of 3,6, or 12 Weeks
• Small Classes With Professors Who Know Your Name

86 likes

^ ^

LEARN MORE: www.usfca.edu/summer

a cs

The winner of this week's Instagram
competition is freshman Chris Novak.To enter
to win, use #USDVista.The photograph does
not have to be related to USD orThe Vista.
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First openly gay male athlete in
major professional sports
Veteran NBA center Jason Collins comes out in
Sports Illustrated
By Edwin Blebu
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

By Alex Bullock
SPORTS EDITOR
Last week I attended both the
USD baseball game against the UC
Riverside Highlanders and a game
at Petco Park between the San Diego
Padres and the visiting San Francisco
Giants.
The game at Fowler Park was
capped off by a dramatic walk-off
homerun by the Toreros' senior catch
er Dillon Haupt in the 11th inning,
and the Padres victory over the Gi
ants on Friday had an exciting ninth
inning that had the entire stadium on
their feet and cheering.
Both of these games were enjoy
able experiences, but the experience
was not solely due to the thrilling na
ture of the games.
Let's face it: baseball games can
be slow and boring. Honestly, I was
barely paying attention to the Padres
game until the game reached its final
innings.
Instead, I was more engaged
with the six hot dogs I ate while in the
all-you-can-eat section of Petco Park.
The ballpark has to provide some sort
of other entertainment in order to
keep fans coming back for the great
experience.
I mean, there are 162 games in
a MLB season, and that's not includ
ing the playoffs. If your team makes
it that far, there has to be something
more than just baseball that keeps the
fans interested.
You can find it in the food or the
beer or the atmosphere in general, but
one of the more intriguing features of
the game, I find, is the batter's choice
of a walkup song.
A walkup song is the music
that plays as a batter walks up to the
plate from the on-deck circle before
he starts his at-bat. The music plays
for no longer than ten seconds, but in
those ten seconds you learn so much
about a player.
Players use their walkup songs
both to pump themselves up for their
upcoming at-bat or pitching appear
ance, and to make a statement to the
crowd about who they are as an ath
lete and as a person.
Fans eventually come to iden
tify songs with their favorite player.
Whenever Yankee fans hear Enter
Sandman by Metallica in Yankee
Stadium, they know a win is usually
in store for them, as closer Mariano
Rivera is coming to the mound. The
same can be said for Giants fans
as they associate Electric Feel by
MGMT with Tim Lincecum.
Songs can be from any genre.
Over the weekend I heard a mixture
of hip-hop, hard rock and Latin mu
sic.
After going to two baseball
games and hearing countless walkup
songs, it got me thinking, what would
my walkup song be?
To answer that question, I first
need to figure out what makes a great
walkup song. For me, a good walkup
song has to do three things.
First, it must have a catchy tune
that can easily get stuck in peoples'
heads and is easily identifiable. It
cannot be too obscure so that people
will not recognize it, nor can it be too
much of a fad. No current Top 40 hits
allowed.
Second, it has to pump me up. It
has to get me in the zone and prepared
to do the job at hand. All soft rock is
officially off of the table.
Third, it has to be a song I like.
It seems simple, but if my walkup
song is one of my favorites, I'll find
myself at a level of comfort that will
aid in my ability to perform at the
highest level. Could you imagine
walking up to the batter's box with
your least favorite song playing in the
background? Wouldn't that throw you
off? That's what I thought.
After intense deliberation and
searching through my iTunes library,
I eventually came to settle on the
DJ Kool classic "Let Me Clear My
Throat". Go listen to that song and try
to tell me you don't feel inspired or
that you don't like the song. And in
four hours when you're still humming
the tune, you'll realize that it would
be arguably the greatest walkup song
of all time.

The morning of April 29 Mon
day morning was a monumental mo
ment for the professional sports in
dustry, as NBA center Jason Collins
publicly announced his homosexual
ity. In an article in the most recent
issue of Sports Illustrated, Collins'
wrote,
"I'm
a
34-year-old
NBA
center.
I'm black. And
I'm gay."
Collins'
announcement
makes him the
first admittedly
gay male ath
lete in one of
the four major
sports in the
US. Collins is
a 12-year NBA
veteran who was drafted out of Stan
ford University in 2001; this past
season he played for the Washington
Wizards and is now currently a freeagent. Collins' announcement was
met with an overwhelming amount of
support and admiration from a vari
ety of athletes, former politicians and
TV personalities. Many current NBA
superstars offered their own compas
sionate words in an effort to show a
sense of unity and league-wide sup
port for Collins in his announcement.

Los Angeles Lakers guard Kobe
Bryant took to Twitter to offer some
encouraging words for Jason Collins.
"Proud of @jasoncollins34 Don't
suffocate who u r because of the ig
norance of others #courage #support
#mambaarmystandup #BYOU," said
Bryant.
NBA
Commissioner
David
Stern released his own public state
ment regarding Collins' announce
ment, and made sure to commend

Just as Stern's quote stated,
Collins' announcement will without
a doubt place him at the forefront of
the debate on homosexuals in profes
sional sports for better or for worse.
Retired NBA center John Amaechi
went public with his sexual orienta
tion in the summer of 2007, and his
announcement was not met with the
same level support and encourage
ment.
Shortly after Amaechi's admis-

lins' announcement were positive and
uplifting, there were still a few pro
fessional athletes who offered their
own views regarding gay athletes that
were not supportive in nature. One of
those athletes was Detroit Lions cornerback Alphonso Smith who chose
to voice his opinions on Twitter: "ppl
[people] are so sensitive-I have the
RIGHT to not give that behavior any
applause; I love everyone-don't hate
anyone; not praising it!" said Smith.
Comments
similar to the one
made by Smith
were largely in the
minority as several
athletes opted to
express compas
sion and encour
agement for Jason
Collins, just as
many public offi
cials and celebri
ties have begun to
openly support the
issue of gay marriage.
Jason Collins' open admission
of his sexuality and the positive re
ception he experienced will without
a doubt provide a source of hope and
courage for any athletes who have
been or are currently struggling with
the idea of coming out. It will be very
interesting to see not only which oth
er athletes come out in the following
weeks, but whether professional ath
letes and society as a whole can ulti
mately move past and disregard the
sexual orientation of male athletes.

"Fm a 34-year-old NBA center. Fm black. And Fm
gay. I didn't set out to be the first openly gay athlete
playing in a major American team sport. But since I
am, Fm happy to start the conversation

-Jason Collins
Collins on taking a primary role in
being the voice on such an important
and widely debated issue.
"As [Deputy Commissioner]
Adam Silver and I said to Jason, we
have known the Collins family since
Jason and Jarron joined the NBA in
2001 and they have been exemplary
members of the NBA family. Jason
has been a widely respected player
and teammate throughout his career
and we are proud he has assumed the
leadership mantle on this very impor
tant issue," said Stern.

sion, former NBA All-Star Tim Hardaway went on a hateful rant after he
openly self-characterized himself
as homophobic. In his 2007 state
ment, Hardaway explicitly admitted
his hatred for gay people. Since his
anti-gay remarks in 2007, Hardaway
has openly apologized for his state
ment and has partnered with different
LGBT awareness groups after realiz
ing the extent of how hateful his re
marks were.
Although the vast majority of the
comments made in response to Col

From Dublin to
San Diego

A spotlight of the Torero men's
tennis team's
Ciaran Fitzgerald
By Angelique Bash
CONTRIBUTOR
It is a busy time of the year for
the men's tennis team. The players
have been hard at work all season
long, practicing six days a week to
train for the prestigious West Coast
Conference Championships, which
took place last week.
USD sophomore Ciaran Fitzger
ald is a formidable player on the
men's tennis team. Originally from
Greystones, Ireland, Fitzgerald came
to the United States to play tennis in
January 2012. He plays both singles
(No. 6) and doubles (No. 3), and was
lucky enough to be partnered with
his roommate and best friend, sopho
more Victor Pugliese. Fitzgerald
says
that
the
coach made them
doubles partners
because the two
relate well to
each other and
have a
e
game style
A lifelong
athlete, Fitzger
ald
has
been
playing
tennis
since he was six
years old. How
ever, he did not get serious about
the sport until he was twelve. Until
then, he had played a variety of other
sports including soccer and rugby,
but ultimately decided to concentrate
on perfecting his tennis skills.
"I felt like I had a better chance
at tennis," said Fitzgerald. "I thought
I was better at that than the other
sports, and I enjoyed tennis and en
joyed working hard so I just thought
I'd put my focus on that."
This certainly seems to have
been a smart decision on his part. Not
only has Fitzgerald demonstrated his
extremely capable tennis skills, but
he has also shown that he is a team
player and cares about the success of
the team as a whole.
When asked what his goals

for the season were, Fitzgerald an
swered, "I want to help my team get
the best ranking we can. I'd like to
be as involved as possible to help the
team do better and win as much as we
can.
Though he was understandably
a bit homesick for Ireland when he
first arrived, Fitzgerald has gotten
used to life in California.
"It's a lot different than what
I'm used to at home," he said. "[Back
home] it's cold and rains a lot, but
here it's sunny all year round. At first
I was very homesick and missed my
friends and sleeping in my own bed,
but now I'm more used to college and
college tennis, have a good group
of friends on the team and feel like
I'm more settled in and know more
of what to do,"
Fitzgerald said.
His advice
to aspiring tennis
players and ath
letes in general is
that "No matter
how hard you're
y g
you
d always try
to improve. Prac
tice every day."
"In tennis,
there are always
shots you can im
prove," Fitzger
ald said. "Everyone has their weak
ness, but our coach focuses on using
our strengths on the court. You just
have to work hard, and every day try
to get better and try to seek as much
help as you can. You'll reap the re
wards in the end if you do."
On April 30, Fitzgerald and his
teammates received the good news
that, despite their loss in the WCC
Championships, the team is moving
on to compete in the NCAA Tour
nament. The appearance is the third
straight for the Toreros under head
coach Brett Masi.
The Toreros will open tourna
ment play against the University of
Alabama Crimson Tide at the Uni
versity of Southern California on
May 10.

"You have to
work hard, and
every day try to
similar g f better and try p^ j ;
to seek as much
help as you can.
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Kiteboarders from all aronUd California took to the air last week at Mission Beach

Mission Beach plays
host to Collegiate
Kiteboarding
Association contest
By Henry Kittle
CONTRIBUTOR
On April 27, USD senior Will
Caldwell hosted the second annual
kiteboarding contest for the Colle
giate Kiteboarding Association San
Diego. The contest was held beach
front in South Mission Beach and
featured riders from USD, SDSU,
California State University San Mar
cos, San Luis Obispo, Cal Poly and
UCSB.
This contest was one in a se
ries of CKA sponsored kiteboard
ing events for universities across the
country. The CKA framework helps
attract a multitude of extreme sport
sponsors including Red Bull, Wave
House, Dakine, Mammoth Mountain,
Cabrinha Kiteboarding, Osiris and
Guayaki.
"I'm thankful for the opportu
nity to bring college students from
around the state to kite together and
promote the sport of kiteboarding,"
said Caldwell before the event.
What began as a gloomy morn
ing turned into a beautiful San Diego
beach day.
There was almost no wind early
and the competitors were unable to

launch their kites so they piled onto
the Red Bull bean bag chairs to wait
it out.
Fortunately, nature came around
and the wind picked up to kiteable
levels around 1 pm. Prepared riders
took out their race boards and larg
er sized kites to better suit the light
wind. One group was able to make it
down to the jetty and back but there
wasn't quite enough power for the
riders to showcase their skill sets.
By mid afternoon, the combina
tion of small waves and light wind
was enough to persuade event coor
dinators to audible the contest to the
backup location at the Wavehouse.
USD riders Will Caldwell and Forrest
Dein used their local knowledge of
the wave to help propel them through
early elimination rounds. However,
the grand prizes of the event, two
Mammoth mountain seaSon passes,
were awarded to riders from Santa
Barbara and San Luis Obispo.
"Overall, I think the event was
a success. Everyone had fun and no
one got hurt which is what's most im
portant," Caldwell said. "Hopefully,
next year we get more more wind,
bigger waves, and more prize oppor
tunities for these talented kiteboard
ers."
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The dugout diary: a "Torero Rebirth"
USD
baseball team prepares for a final push in
the West Coast Conference race
By Jackson Shannon
CONTRIBUTOR

Unfortunately for Torero base
ball, the winning trend ended against
the UC Santa Barbara Gauchos and
the losing continued into the week
end series against the University of
San Francisco Dons.
We lost Friday and Saturday
against the Dons, playing bad base
ball across the board. Saturday's loss
was more than a wake up call for our
talented team. We realized something
needed to change and on Sunday it
did. We beat the Dons 7-0 Sunday af
ternoon and it was all thanks to the
prior night's "Torero Rebirth."
I am not going to discuss the
three-game losing streak in depth be
cause I want to focus on the present
and the future. What I will say about
the three-game skid is that our team's
deficiencies shined brightly, and our
inability to play good team baseball
was evident. The Gauchos and the
Dons don't even have half of the tal
ent that we do, but they beat us none
theless.
Saturday night was a tough loss
as we fell 9-8 in extra innings, but af
ter the regular season is over we are
going to be glad we lost that game.
After the loss we realized that as a
team we don't have a level of team
camaraderie and togetherness neces
sary to be successful. Thus, the "To
rero Rebirth" took place.
In order to keep what happened
Saturday night in the clubhouse, I
am not going to reveal the details
of what took place, but it was argu
ably the best experience of our lives.
Everything was put on the table, no
one held back, and we learned things

hoto courte&y of USD Athletics

The USD baseball team is hoping to use a newfound level of camaraderie to carry them into the postseason.

about our teammates that no one had
ever known.
I want to give a shout out to
junior Chris Wooley for leading the
charge and coming up with such an
effective way to come together as a
team.
From now on prior to games we
are going to circle up as a team and,
lead by senior infielder Dillon Checkal, take part in a chant of "Who are
we? USD!" This took place Sunday
and you could feel the togetherness
and brotherhood with the huddle.

Sunday we came to the field
with a different mentality. We were
more comfortable with each other
than ever before and felt extremely
confident. Every person on our team
believed and knew that we were go
ing to win that game.
Not only did we win on Sunday,
we completely dominated the game.
First of all freshman left-handed
pitcher PJ Conlon is an absolute stud;
he carved up the Dons, throwing a
complete game shutout. We're talk
ing about an eighteen year-old fresh

man shutting out a good Division I
team full of veteran hitters in their
twenties. That just doesn't happen
often.
In my opinion, our offense had
its best game of the year. The best
part was that we executed with run
ners in scoring position, something
that has been our offense's biggest
struggle all year.
In the end, this weekend's turn
around was like nothing I have ever
seen in my life. We are still in the
hunt for the West Coast Conference

Championship and for the NCAA Regionals, but we still need to win the
majority of our games. This is very
attainable and if we come together
like we did this weekend we are go
ing to win every game.
We hit the road this weekend to
take on the St. Mary's College Gaels,
but we finish the season at home
against the University of Portland Pi
lots . Everyone needs to come out and
support us in this critical series and
especially head out to Fowler Park on
Sunday, May 12 for Senior Day.

Upcoming Baseball
Schedule:
5/3 AT ST. MARY'S
•

5/4 AT ST. MARY'S
5/5 AT ST. MARY'S
5/6 AT UNLV
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2 0 1 1 WCC Baseball Standings
/As of 4/29

Teams

WCC PCT Overall

15-6
Gonzaga
11-7
San Francsisco
9-6
Pepperdine
10-8
San Diego
8-7
BYU
8-7
Saint Mary's
Loyola Marymount 9-9
8-10
Portland
0-18
Santa Clara

.714
.611
.600
.556
.533
.533
.500
.444
.000

28-14-1
24-19
21-17
26-18
21-17
17-26
21-22
16-28
10-31
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We are now enrolling top college

Courses from:

students from schools across

BOSTON
COLLEGE

the country for the fall semester.
Check out our course catalog —

Brandeis

you can apply for just one class
or for an entire semester.
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Learn more and apply online at
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